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ABSTRACT

Severe crowding of the radio frequency spectrum and of the geostationary

orbital arc, coupled with DoD requirements for increased bandwidth, motivate a

transition of future MILSATCOM systems to operating frequencies between 20 and

50 GHz (EHF). The identification of potential users, the frequency selection

process and the transitional architecture are the focus of DCA/MSO studies.

This report, prepared in support if the DCA/MSO Frequency Selection Working

Group, assesses the technology necessary to support MILSATCOM evolution to EHF.

The technology assessment delineates the present, near term (3-5 years)

and fa: term (6-10 years) availabilities of the major MILSATCOM subsystems.

The major subsystems and systemic requirements are derived from strawman

systems defi.ned by the DCA/MSO Frequency Selection Working Group. The specific

subsystems assessed include low-noise receivers, RF power amplifiers and

antennas for the space and ground 3egments. The antenna gain limitations at

EHF imposed by antenna surface accuracy and tracking accuracy are also addressed.

As rain attenuation at EUIF impacts system design and technology requirements,

a global rain attenuation model is presented and the related issues of system

availability, duration and impact of rain outages, and site diversity are

assessed. Finally, recommendations are presented fc7 technology development

efforts and further studies necessary to support future EHF MILSATCOM

deployment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Current U. S. MILSATCOM systems operate in the IrIF (240-400 MHz) ard 8/7

GHz bands, and share these bands both with other satellite services and exten-

sive terrestrial systems. The MILSATCOM terminal inventory includes (in

addition to fixed earth terminals) aeronautical, maritime and mobile earth

terminals. The UHF band is allocated for Fixed and Mobile service tteries-

trial), and Mobile-Satellite service in this band is recognized only by a

footnote to the Allscation Tables. The proliferation of UHF networks through-

out the world is ex-ensive and mutual interference between MILSATCOMs and

terrestrial services is a serious problem in this band. The 8/7 %Hz band is

allocated for Fixed-Satellite service and is also shared with terrestrial

systems. Mobile-Satellite service in the 8/7 GHz band is not in conformance

with the International Radio Regulations and tha operation of mobile-satellite

terminals in this band must be on a noninterfering basis with the allocated

users. Thus, MILSATCOM operation in the UHF and 8/7 GHz bands requires inten-

sive frequency management on a global basis and is increasingly more difficult

to coordinate. In addition, due to the Increasing numbers of satellite systems

vying for geostationary orbit locations in these bands, crowding of the orbital

arc is increasing and desirable geostationary-orbit positions are becoming more

difficult to obtain.

Coincident with this crowding of the radio frequency (RF) spectrum and of

the geostationary orbital arc, is a growing requirement within the DoD for

increased bandwidth. Projected capacity requirements show the need for greater

bandwidth to accommodate higher data rates for data relay and increased numbers

of satellite circuits for mobile users. Another significant bandwidth require-

ment stems from the longstanding, unsatisfied need for anti-jam (AJ) protection

for MILSATCOM users, particularly for small mobile terminals. The AJ limita-

tions of small terminals in the UHF band has long been recognized as well as
the need to move tohigher frequencies. Although the particular AJ modulation

techniques to be implemented (paeudonoise or frequency hopping) are currentI

"!~
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issues the need for wide, contiguous bandw.dths for spread-spectrum modulation

is fundamental.

In view of these problems, uncertainties and unsatisfied needs, the evolu-

tion of MILSATCOM systems to higher frequency bands is evident and is the focus

of current DCA/MSO studies. In' particular, the DCA/MSO EHF Working Group on

Frequency Selection for future MILSACCOM system architecture explored the

potential benefits of the EHF frequency band as an adjunct to the UHF and 8/7

GHz bands. The specific objectives of the Working Group were:

1. Identify factors which make operation at EHF attractive (i.e.,

capacity, AJ and LPI (low probability of intercept)).

2. Identify potential users of the EHF bands based on their current

and projectec unsatisfied needs.

3. Match candidate EHF bands to potential users.

4. Assess EHF technology for both the ground and space segments.

This report, prepared in support of the DCA/MSO Frequency Selection Working

Group, addresses the EHF technology issues.

1.2 EHF Frequency Bands

The selection of higher frequency bands for MILSATCOM use is based on

International and U. S. Government frequency allocations, available bandwidth,

competing services, propagation effects, state of the technology and the unique

communicationi needs of the DoD community. Table 1.1 lists the potential EHF
bands for MILSATCOM use based on current U. S. frequency allocations for

Government use. Also included it, Table 1.1 are the current U. S. proposals for

GWARC-79 regarding these frequency bands. The mapping of potential user com-

munities into these EHF bands, based on their capacity, AJ and LPI require-

ments, is the task of the DCAiMSO Working Group. The assessment of the propa-

gation effects, as they Impact this frequency selection process and future

system design, ts included in this technology report.

2
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1.3 Technology Assessment Methodology

Technology assessment is one of the tasks conducted by Lincoln Laboratory

in support of the DCA/MSO. The technology assessment task is directed toward

defining the technology needed to support the deployment of future MILSATCOM

systems. The technology assessment methodology (Fig. 1.1) first draws on

existing bILSATCOM architectuLes and studies to develop "strawman" versions of

these systems. The strawman systems are defined by frequency band leading to

UHF, X-band, FHF, etc., strawman MILSATZOMs and corresponding technology

assessments. From the operations requirements of the strawman system, the

performance characteristics of the major subsystems are defined. In parallel

with the characterization of the MILSATCOM system, a relevant technology base

is established from a survey of operational systems, the current state-of-the-

art, on-going" research and development, and estimates and projections of future

technology developments. Next, the strawman subsystem requirements are as:.essed

vis-a-vis the technology data base to determine areas of deficiency. linally,

specific areas warranting research and development effort and for further study

are delineated as an input to the DCA/MSO technology development recommendations.

During the past year the technology assessment effort has been directed

toward the EHF (20-50 GHz) bands in support of the DCA/MSC Frequency Selection

Working Group. The initial effort was focused on the 30/20 GHz bands and was
(26)published previously . This report, covering the EHF bands, is an expansion

of the previous report, both in the depth and breadth of the areas being

assessed. In particular, the emphasis in this effort has been directed toward

defining the frequency dependence and frequency boundaries of the various

competing technologies, and examining the technological limits.

1.4 "Strawman" EHF MILSATCOM

The DCA/MSO Frequency Selection Working Group, with the support of the

Military Services and Departments, has completed its tasks of exploring the

potential user communities for transition co EHiF, and of matching the potential

users to specific EHF bands as dictated by their unique mission requirements.

4
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Current DCA/MSO studies, combining the findings of the Frequency Selection and.

Modulation Working Groups, are addressing the EHF evolutionary architecture and

will address such systemic considerations as the tradeoff between terminal and

spacecraft complexity. The scope of the technology assessment is quite broad

and should provide an adequate technology data base to assess the critical

areas of technology necessary to support future system designs.

The primary reason for considering EHF is the increased available RF

spectrum. Operation at EHF, with its wider available bandwidth, affords the

capabilities for improved AJ and LPI pe:formance, increased numbers of satel-

lite channels, and higher data rates than can be realized at UHF and 8/7 GHz.

Analyses of the frequency dependence of AJ and LPI performance, and rain

attenuation were conducted by the DCA/MSO Frequency Selectiol, Working Group.

These findings, coupled with the potential users' mission-unique priorities

(i.e., capacity, availability, AJ and LPI) led to the mapping of the user

communities into candidate EHF bands wbich are delineated in the Working Group

Report. As part of the Working Group's AJ, LPI and propagation analyses,

strawman satellite and terminal characteristics were defined. It: muct be noted

that these are preliminary, baseline characteristics which were adequate for

the tasks of the Working Group (i.e., system design and optimization were not

among the chartered tasks of the Working Group). Table 1.2 summarizes these

strawman EHF terminal characteristics. Note that the terminal antenna sizes

and transmitter power levels are typically less than those currently in use at

UHF and 8/7 GHz. Note also that the satellite antennas provide simple area

coverage beams. The tenuity of the terminal characteristics may be easilyA

demonstrated by considering, for example, that the use of TDMA with time-hopped

beams and average-power-limited tubes might easily allow a factor-of-four

reduction in satellite antenna beamwidth. This reduction in satellite antenna

beamwidth could pcrmit for FLTOPS or small multichannel GMF a reduction

either in antenna diameter from 4 ft. to 1 ft. (allowing sliple step tracking)

or in transmit powerr from 500 W to 30 W (allowing solid-itate transmitters).

Future system studies will address the specific design tradeoffs between

I
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satellite and ground terminal complexity; this assessment attempts to include

the technology which would encompass such future designs.

1.5 Overview

There are several fundamental factors regarding EHF technology which are

relevant to this report

1. Within the EHF band there are specific frequency limits on

desired technology, e.g., low-noise and power FETs.

2. There are areas which are not technology limited, but have

technology boundaries whereby aflhieving a desired performance level

requires a more costly and complex technology, e.g., step tracking

versus monopulse tracking.

3. Operation at EHF will entail larger separations between uplink

and downlink frequency bands (an exception being 44/40 G1)z) than at

8/7 GHz, and will impact the antenna feed design, trackiag accuracy

requirements and radomes.

The impact of these considerations on final frequency selection and system

design/cost analyses is beyond the scope of this report; however, these factors

are emphasized throughout this report.

The technology assessment is divided into three time periods which are

indicators of

Present - -he capability of current commercial technology to

support EHF MILSATCOMS.

Near Term (1984) -- the current R&D efforts at EHF and/or extrapo-

latlons of demonstrated technology at other frequency bands.

Far Term (1988) -- projected improvements in technology contingent

-upon funded research programs.

Section II addresaes the availability and viability of parametric ampli-

fiers, low-noise FETs and mixers as EHF low-noise receivers. Section III

8



assesses RF power amplifiers for the ground and space segments. In particular,

the limits on air-cooled versus liquid-cooled and PPM versus solenoid-focused

TWTAs for the ground segment, and solid-state versus TWT amplifiers for the

space segment. The antenna gain limitations imposed by antenna surface accu-

racy and antenna tracking accuracy are addressed in Section IV. This section

also discusses the requirements for anterna tracking and radomes in relation to

the frequency separation of the EHF bands. Section V addresses antennas,

specifically, multiple-beam, time-hopped-beam and adaptive-nulling antennas for

the satellite, and low-sidelobe antennas for the groiind terminals. In Section

VI, a global rain attenuation estimation model is presented and recommended for

use in determining rain attenuation margin requirements. The related issues of

system availability, duration and impact of rain outages, and site diversity

are discussed to place the role of rain attenuation at EHF in proper per:;pec-

tive. Finally, Section VII presents a summary of recommended technology

development efforts and areas for further study.

9
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II. LOW-NOISE RECEIVERS

2.1 Bacround

In each segment of a SATCOM system (parti.cularly the space-to-earth

link), maximiLing G/T (ratio of antenna gain to system noise temperature) is

desired to achieve the required signal-to-noise ratio with reasonable demands

on the transmitter power and antenna size of the transmitting terminal.

Providing the required G/T is a tradeoff between increased antenna gain and

reduced noise temperature of the receiver. Increasing the antenna gain (size)

of the ground terminals incurs the increased costs due to maintaining the

required antenna surface accuracy and tracking accuracy*, radome requirements,

and the antenna integration for airborne and shipboard terminals. The antenna

gain for the space segment is typically restricted by requirements on the

coverage area. The burden of achieving the required G/T then falls on the low-

noise receiver for both the satcllite and ground terminals. Tis section

assesses the performance of currently available and projected low-noise ampli-

fier for the space and ground segments, in particular: currently available

broadband mixer/IF amplifiers and potential improvements with iniabe-enhancement

techniques or cryogenic cooling; cryogenically-and thermoelectrically-cooled,

and uncooled paramps; a d rapidly emerging low-noise FET technology.

In considering desired performance levels for low-noise receivers at EHF,

the receiver's impact on system noise temperature must be considered relative

to other noise contributions. For the satellite, the antenna is looking at the

earth background which is at a temperature of - 290°K. Consequently, the

antenna noise temperature is a significant determinan6 in the system noise

temperature and limits the effectiveness of low-noise receivers in substan-

tially reducing the system temperature. For ground terminals operating at EHF,

the clear-sky noise contribution due to atmospheric emmission (see Fig. 2.1)(l) "

may range from 20°K (90° elevation a&gle at 20 GHz) to 200°K (10' elevation

angle at 40 GHz). The value of sky r.ise increases significantly during rain

*Current antenna fabrication and tracking technology also impose limits on
the maximum achievable antenna gain and are discussed in Section IV.

10
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and appriacl'es a maximtm temperature, TM.= 275*K (e.g., for 10 dB rain atten-

uation along the path, the sky temperature is z 250 0 K). Consequently, for EHF

ground terminals, receivers with noise temperatures of the order of 1000K

(cryogenically-cooled paranps) would not significantly improve system perfor-

mance and are not generally recommended for development. An exception would be

the 20 GHz downlink for the wideband data relay, if high elevation angles were

afforded to reduce the noise contribution due to atmospheric emission and site

diversity were employed to mitigate the increased noise contribution eue to

rain attenuation.

2.2 Mixer/IF Amplifiers

The simplest and most conventional receiver front end in the millimeter-
wave region is the mixer/IF (intermediate frequency) transistor-amplifier.

The single-sideband (SSB) noise figure (1F) of this basic front end may be

expressed as

NF = Lc (FIF +T-) (2.1)

where Lc = conversion loss of mixer

F = noise figure of ir amplifier

T - noise ratio of mixer diode

The noise-temperature ratio cZ the mixer diode is a function of the IF fre-
quency and for IF frequencies > 1 V¶Hz, T z 1. Hence, for the applications of
Interest, the noise figure of a mixer/IF amplifier is essentially the product

of the mixer conversion loss and IF amplifier noise figure. IF amplifier noise (V
figures of about 2 dB have been obtained for frequencies up to 4 GHz usinp
Ga As MESFETS with I Am gate lengths. Advances in Schottky-barrier diode
technology, particularly in Ga As, have made available mixer diodes with high- K

cutoff frequencies (800 GHz at 0-V bias) and low junction capacitance (0.1 pF),

with mixer conversion losses S 5 dB at EHF. Consequently, mixer/IF amplifiers
with noise figures of z 8 dB at EHF are now possible; the expected noise

figures are presented in Fig. 2.2.
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It has long been known that proper reactive termination of the image

frcquency (and higher-order product frequencies) of a mixer causes energy

converted to the image frequency to be reflected back into the mixer and recon-

verted to IF. This technique offers the potential reduction of the mixer

conversion loss and noise figure of SSB downconverters of • 2 dB (i.e., - 6 dB

at EHF). The practical realization of the potential of image-enhanced (IE)

mixers has been brought about by the advent of high-quality Ga A5 Schottky

diodes. The implementation of IE mixers requires locating the reactive image

termination in close proximity to the diodes to minimize dispersion. Depending

upon the bandwidth requirement, the use of waveguide circuits may not be

possible and integrated circuit technology may be required. Reported(2)

results of an IE mixer/IF amplifier operating at 35 GHz using laminate-mode

waveguide tecd iology demonstrate a SSB noise figure of 5.8 dB (3.1 dB conver-

sion loss, 2 dB NF of 1.2 GHF IF amplifier, and 0.7 dB filter loss). Fig. 2.2

presents the theoretical(2) performance of IE mixer/IF amplifier front ends and

includes the loss due to the waveguide filter which provides the image rejec-

tion and termination.

It has been shown(3) that cryogenically cooling ( 20*K) a Schottky-

barrier mixer gives a considerable reduction in mixer noise. Experimental

results for broadband mixers indicate that in conjunction with a cooled paramp

IF amplifier, SSB receiver noise figures of 2-3 dB are presently obtainable at

EHF; the predicted perfortmance of these receivers is presented it. Fig. 2.2.

2.3 Parametric Amplifiers

Ground terminals of satellite communications systems typically employ

parametric amplifiers (paramps) whose effective noise temperature is primarily

dictated by the cutoff frequency of the varactor diode, the pump frequency and

the operating temperature of the varactor diode. The effective noise temper-

ature (Te) of a nondegenerate paramp (SSB) can be expressed as

14
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fl fIf2

T = flf2 T (2.2)
1e f 1f12

M,

where fl = signal frequency

f2 = idler frequency f p f

f = pump frequency

M = varactor figure of merit = (CI/Co)fc

C1 /C0 = varactor noailinearity ratio

f = varactor cutoff frequencyc

TD varactor junction temperature

Assuming that the varactor diode cutoff frequency and the pump frequency are

fixed at the current limit of commercial technology (typically 700 GHz and 50

GHz, respectively), the achievable noise temperature is then determined by the

operating temperature of the paramp. Paramps may be generically categorized by

operating temperature (Top) as:

a. cryogenically cooled, T z 200K
OP

b. thermoelectrically (TE) cooled, T0p O -40 0 C

c. uncooled or TE stabilized, Top- ambient + 10*C •40*C

Cryogenically-cooled paramps could achieve noise temperatures of ;75•K( 2' 4 )

(NF ;il dB) at EHF (Fig. 2.3) and would require development. However, cryo-

genic cooling systems require a great deal of maintenance and, as previously

discussed, the low noise temperatures achieved may not be warranted at EHF (a

possible exception being the 20 GHz downlink for wideband data relay).

Based on a survey of manufacturers, thermoelectrically-cooled paramps

could provide noise temperatures of 170 to 440bK (NF = 2-4 dB) at EHF (Fig 2.3)

and are recommended for large fixed terminals. These paramps would represent

1.
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a reasonable compromise between low-noise performance and maintenance, and are

recommended for development.

Uncooled (TE-stabilized) paramps have already been developed or are under

development at EHF. Typical examples include: 20 GHz paramp (T 60°C) with
OP

300 0 K noise temperature (3 dB NF) developed for SATCOMA by COMTECH Labs; 37 GHz

paraconverter (paramp/mixer/IF amplifier) with 4400 K (4 dB NF) developed for

NOSC by LNR. Uncooled paramps are appropriate for mobile terminals for near

term implementation and require little or no development effort; the expected

performance (1 GHz bandwidth) is presented in Fig. 2.3. Far term improvements

in paramp performance (0.5-1 dB) are predicted* based on potential improvements

in varactor quality (f c 1400 GHz) and solid-state pump sources (f = 100 GHz).

However, for far-term development efforts in low-noise receivers, the field-

effect transistor (FET) amplifier is recommended and is discussed in the

following section.

2.4 FET Amplifiers

The FET amplifier characteristics of gain, low-noise figure, stability and

wide bandwidth, coupled with reliability and relatively low cost, make it an

attractive candidate for low-noise front ends for SATCOM systems. Recent FET

developments have extended the high frequenry limit making the FET amplifier a

viable candidate for EHF MILSATCOM operation and affords a technology opportun-

ity to achieve highly reliable, low cost receivers for both the space and

ground segments. Demonstrated performance of low-noise FETs includes: 2.5 dB

NF device with 7 dB associated gain at 18 GHz 5); 6 dB** NF amplifier with 6 dB

gain at 30 GHz(6). Other manufacturers (Plessey and Hughes) have produced

devices having 3.0 to 3.5 dB noise figures at 18 Gz) Current availability

of FET amplifiers (O.5pm gate length) is presented in Fig. 2.4; also included

is the anticipated performance with near-term development efforts. Note in the

latter case, achievement of a 5 dB NF at 30 GHz would provide a 2 dB improve-

mept in satellite receiver noise figure over mixer/IF amplifiers. Development

*LNR, private communication

**Hughes Research Laboratories under A-FAL sponsorship. Current efforts include
development of 35 GHz amplifier with 8 dB NF.
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of low-noise FETs for use at frequencies ? 40 CHz requires davelopment of gate

lengths < 0.5 y m. Efforts are underway in this area e.g., Plessey has

reported the fabrication of 0.2 pm d'vices with predicted NF of 4.5 dB at

40 GHz and Hughes (ERADCOM supported) has on-going development of Ga As FETs

with gates : 0.25pm.

For the far term, theoretical results predit (8) noise figures of 2 dB at

20 GHz, 2.5 dB at 30 GHz, 3.5 dB at 40 GHz for 0.25-pm gate Ga As MESFETs

.(Fig. 2.4). (These results are based on the analytical optimization of material

and geometric parameters and do not address the fabrication and implementation

problems.) The realization of such devices would negate the need for cooled

paramps for the fixed terminals. As regards the fixed terminals, a 1.2 dB

noise figure at 20 GHz could be achieved(5) with a FET amplifier cooled to

77 0 K.

2.5 Summary

Current, near-term and far term availabilities of viable low-noise re-

ceiver technology are summarized in Table 2.1 (cryogenically-cooled devices are

omitted). Requirements for low-noise receivers can be adequately satisfied

with currently available devices, i.e., mixer/IF amplifiers for the satellite,

and TE-stabilized (T 40 0C) and TE-cooled (Top -40*C) paramps for tnc
OP

mobile and fixed terainals, respectively. Ho,;eve::, rapidly emerging low-noise

FET technology affords the opportunity for improved receiver performance for

the satellite, and for reduced cost and maintenanLe for all ground terminals.

It would appear reasonable to employ mixer/IF amplifiers and paramps for EHF

system demonstrations, while FETs would be implemented in an operational

system. On-going DoD Ga As FET developments at EHF (e.g., AFAL) should be

expanded and are required, as little commercial development eficrt is occurring

in this frequency range. The first priority should be develop,!.nt of devices

and amplifiers for the specific frequencies of interest, i.e., 20 (3 dB NF) and

30 (5 dB NF) GHz in the near term and 40 and 44 GHz in the far term. (If FET

developments at frequencies > 40 GHz prove not to be commercially viable, IE

mixers may provide a reasonable performance/cost compromise.,
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Should future system studies show that extremely low-noise figures are

desired for large fixed terminals, a tradeoff s..vdy between cryogenically-

cooled FETs, IE mixer/IF amplifiers and paramps should be conducted.
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III. RF POWER AMPLIFIERS

3.1 Background

A. Capacity Limitations

As is typical of COMSATs operating in other frequency bands, MILSATCOMs

operating at 8/7 GHz are typically bandwidth limited, and the most optimistic

predictions for future allocations in that band would only maiatain the status

quo. At EHF the situation is significantly different in that MILSATCOM capa-

city may be initially downlink power limited. Whereas the bandwidth limitation

at 8/7 GHz is beyond the control of system architects, the power limitation at

EHF can be removed by development efforts. Long-term, coordinated development

programs for RF power amplifiers are then required to accommodate future

system growth (both in the data rates for wideband data relay and in the

numbers of satellite circuits for mobile users).

B. Space Segment

Supporting the required downlink capacity in a SATCOM system is a trade-

off between terminal G/T and satellite EIRP (Effective Isotropically-Radiated

Power). As discussed in Section II, there are practical limits at EHF on

achievable system noise temperature (due to atmospheric emission and rain

attenuation noise contributions) and antenna gain (primarily due to the com-

plexity of the required tracking capability as discussed in Section IV). It

is then desirable to maximize the satellite EIRP which i3 dependent on its '3

antenna gain and RF transmitter power. A limit is typically imposed on the 4

satellite antenna gain by the coverage area requirement of the specific user

community. In the far term, operational EHF MILSATCOMs may remove this re-

striction by employing time-hopped narrow-beam anteunas in a satellite-switched

time division multiple access (SS-TDMA) mode. However, in the nest term, the

burden of supporting the required downlink capacities falls on the satellite

RF amplifier. The available RF power is dependent on the gain, efficiency,

weight and reliability of the amplifier employed. These performance charac-

teristics are determined by such factors as: The generic device (i.e.,

22
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solid-state or thermionic); the specific device technology (e.g., IMPATT diodes

versus FETs or helix versus coupled-cavity TWTAs); the number of devices

employed (single-envelope or distributed amplifier) and the method of combining

them. There are numerous potential tradeoffs between these technologies and

they represent long-term technology opportunities at EHF. As the development

of RF power amplifiers represents the most significant hardware development at

EHF, these technology options should Le pursued in depth; recommendations are

made for specific areas to be addressed.

C. Ground Segment

In typical SATCOM systems, a larger carrier power-to-noise density ratio

(C/N0) is achievable for the uplink than for the downlink, due primarily to the

higher available transmitter power of the ground terminals. Consequently,

SATCOM systems are designed to have larger uplink margins in order to isure

that the downlink is indeed the limiting factor in determining system C/N0 .

Operation at EHF may require even larger uplink margins to mitigate the atten-

uation due to rain* and thereby afford the required uplink C/N0 .

For fixed terminals carrying high data rate traffic to a node, it is

probably more cost effective to increase their uplink availability by increas-

ing their uplink margin. This is a viable alternative to employing site

diversity on the uplink with its concomitant problems of data buffering,

switchover and interruptions (the viability of site diversity is addressed in

detail in Section VII). Assuming the uplink satellJte antenna gain to be

dictated by the coverage area required, the increase in uplink margin must

be provided by an increase in the ground terminal's ETEP. For large fixed

terminals, the antenna gain is limited by the artenna surface and antenna

tracking accuracies. It is then judicious to maximize the available RF power,

within practical economic and technological limits, to provide the required

uplink margins.

For mobile terminals, the use of site diversity is irrelevant and uplink

S~*
Rain attenuation margins and other ERF propagation corsiderations are
addressed in Section VII.
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margin alone* may have to provide the required availability. Antenna size is

obviously constrained for airborne and shipboard terminals. In addition,

although antenna tracking accuracy does not impose a limit on antenna gain

for mobile terminals, the cost and .complexity of the required technology is

a constraint, Maximizing RF power output, within the limits imposed by the

terminal on the weight, power consumption and cooling method cf the amplifier,

is certainly indicated.

3.2 Traveling-Wave Tube Amplifiers

Traveling-wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs) have been used in the ground and

space segments of SATCOM systems since the advent of satellite communications.

There have been extensive improvements both in TWTA technology and theoreticel

analysis. For lower frequency or lower power applications, solid-state devices

may replace TWTAs. However, for high power requirements at EHF, TWTAs will

continue their role both in the ground and space segments. This section

addresses the current availability, near and long term projections, and tech-

nological limits ot TWTAs.

A. Ground Segment

For the grcund terminals, coupled-cavity TWTAs are capable of providing

the necessary power and bandwidth required at EHF and are reasonable extensions

of current technology. However, the need for improved efficiency, reduced cost

and increased power in the long term will require continuing development

efforts.

1. Current Availability
*

A survey of domestic manufacturers of TWTAs at EHF shows the following

tubes developed by Hughes: a 200-watt, air-cooled TWI (Model 914H developed

for SATCOMA) operating from 30 to 31 GHz with 36 dB gai* and 25% efficiency(9 0

(A complete transmitter incorporating this tube is being integiated into the

30/20 GHz terminal being developed by SATCOMA.); a 100-watt, air-cooled TWT

For a given availability, the system tolerance to short delays in communi-
cations may significantly reduce the margin requirements (Section VII).
However, the margin requirements will still exceed those of "clear weather"
operation.
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(Model 913H developed for NOSC) operating from 36 to 38 GHz with 45 dB gain and

25% efficiency (This TWT was developed as a back-up for LES-8/9 communications

experitients.); a 250-watt, liquid-cooled TWT (Model 915H developed for NOSC)

operating over a 2 GHz band at 44 GHz with 50 dB gain and 25% efficiency. It

should be noted that other domestic TWT manufacturers do not have comparable

tubes available above 18 GHz. TWTAs providing power levels of 300 to 800 W at

30 GHz have been developed by Nippon Electric Company(10) (NEC) for the ground

segment of the Communication Satellite experiment (CS). Other notable TWT

developments are due to Siemens and include: a 1000-watt, liquid-cooled TWT

(Model RW 3010)(11) operating from 36 to 38 GHz with 41 dB gain and 25% effic-

iency (transmitters incorporating this tube have been used in airborne (AXAL

AN/ASC-22) ati submarine (NOSC) communications experiments with LES-8/9); a

500-watt, liquid-cooled TWT (Model V-784)( 1 2 ) operating over a 2 GHz band at 44

GHz with 43 dB gain and 25% efficiency (This tube has been incorporated in an

airborne terminal (AFAL AN/ ASC-28) and will be flight tested later this

year); a 1200-watt, liquid-cooled TWT operating over a 2 GHz band at 30 GHz

with 43 dB gain and 25% efficiency is under development (German Space Adminis-

tration) and should be available in mid-1979. These tube developments demon-

strate an adequate technology base to support EHF power amplifier requirements,

in particular for the mobile users. For the large fixed terminals, development

of higher power tubes may be indicated as an alternative to site diversity for

providing required availability on the uplink. The development of TWTs with

output power > 1 Kw will require the use of solenoid focusing (the tubes pre-

viously described emr`'yed periodic-permanent magnet (PPM) focusing). A
(13solenoid-fo-:used tube has been -developed which provides 5-Kw power output

from 14.0 to 14.5 Hz (Hughes Model 870H) and a tube is under development

(Hugnes Alodel 8.13H) with 1000-watt power output over a 1 GHz band at 55 GHz

with 25 dB gain. The results of this survey of current TWTA capabilities are

summarized in Table 3.1. Note that the tubes are categorized by focusing

technique, PPM or solenoid, and cooling method, forced-air (FAC) or liquid (L).
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2. Projected Availability

The projected limits on TWTA output power are dependent upon the technology

of the constituent tube parameters, e.g., cavity, cachode.sand thermal designs.

The relationship between power output and frequency is also dependent upon

these specific design parameters. The results of a survey of TWTA power

limitations based on current technology are presented in Fig. 3.1. Although

there is some variability in these estimates they are believed to be repre-

sentative; the power output is assumed to be related to frequeucy (F) as F

Also included in Fig. 3.1 4s the estimated performance of advanced TWTAs based

on current laboratory demonstrations of 5 Kw at 55 GHz and 1 Kw at 94 GHz

(Hughes Malibu Laboratory). Note that these tubes are experimental and do

not represent current technology. As a large-scale development effort would

be required to b.ing this technology to production readiness, this capability

will probably not be available until the 1990's.

3. Pulsed Tubes

The use of satellite-switched time division multiple access (SS-TDMA)

employing time-hopped beams has potential application in future EHF systems.

The narrow time-hopped beams offer obvious advantages over an area-coverage

beam in reducing the size, complexity and cost of the ground terminals, and in

improving the anti-jam (AJ) protection. In a TDMA system it is generally

assumed thati the ground terminals operate in a burst mode through a single

dedicated wideband transponder; and each terminal utilizes the entire avail-

able bandwidth for the minimum time required to satisfy its throughput capa-

city. Two advantagei cre attributed to a TDLA system compared with an FDMA

system: 1) if the user's peak transmit power is proportional to the burst

rate, higher system capacity can be achieved for the same bandwidth (assuming

the TDMA synchronization, time guard bands, etc. are optimized); 2) by util-

!4sng a narrow time-hopped beam on the satellte, additional AJ protection is

afforded via the beam discrimination. The realization of these advantages is

predicated on the user's capability to maximize his energy per bit both

against noise and Jammer signals. A typical TDMA user in an N-user system
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would communicate at the same average data rate, Rd, as an FDMA user, but the

TDMA transmissions would occur in bursts at a rate equal to NR However, with

current peak-power-limited transmitters, TDMA users would have only 1/N times

the energy per bit and 1/N times the jamming resistance of FDMA users. Conse-

quently, without the development of average-power-limited transmitters, the

potential advantages of TDMA cannot be realized. Current communications

amplifiers (TWTAs) are typically broadband, CW devices and are peak-power-

limited, i.e., the output power of the tube is limited by breakdown consider-

ations rather than thermal dissipation. Consequently, operation at a lower

duty cycle does not afford a proportionate increase in peak output power.

Conversely, tubes developed for radar applications (e.g., klystrons) are noted

for their peak output power at a very low duty cycle but lack the necessary

bandwidth to utilize the full transponder capabilities for the wide bandwidths

afforded at EHF. The development of EHF average-power-limited transmitters

having the required communications characteristics (bandwidth, linearity, etc.)

must be undertaken to .support the future implementation of TDMA.

4. Gyrotron

The electron-cyclotron maser or gyrotron is currently in the early stages

of development( 14' 15) and offers the potential capability for producing

extraordinarily large power output at EHF frequencies (e.g., 200 kW CW at 28

GHz has already been achieved). It is included here for possible far-term

applications for large fixed terminals either for providing larger uplink

margin or for potential use in TDMA applications. The present application of

the gyrotron is for plasma generation and future use in communications systems

will require solving the problems of coupling, propagating and radiating power

levels which exceed the RF-breakdown of standard waveguide components. How--

ever, considering the gyrotron's potential, its future use in ricrowave appli-

cations (e.g., radar systems) is inevitable, and it remains to determine if

the gyrotron characteristics (efficiency, gain, bandwidth, etc.) are amenable

to communications usage. It is recommended that future applicability of the

gyrotrou ro EHF communications be studied.
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5. Summary

The current, and projected near-term and far-term availabilities of RF

power amplifiers are presented in Table 3... The projected capabilities for

liquid-cooled, PPM-focitsed TWTAs appear adequate to support the strawman

mobile terminals; the aevelopment of specific tube capabilities at the required

frequencies remains to be undertaken. For air-cooled TWTAs, the projected

power capabilitity is - 1/2 that for liquid cooling, and further studies of

specifiL terminal requirements and restrictions are indicated. For the large

fixed terminals, potential power outputs are available which range from a few

kW (PPM-focused TTA) to tens of kW (gyrotron). However, the cost and devel-

opment efforts associated with the various technologies required must be

assessed vis a vis alternatiwe approaches to providing large uplink margins

and/or to implementing TDMA. Future system studies should address these trade-

offs.

The evolution of MILSATCOM systems over the next decade affords the oppor-

tunity to develop improved RF transmitters for the ground segment. While ini-

tial demonstrations of EHF MILSATCOM capabilities may be supported by current

commercial technology, the long-term technology development efforts to support

operational deployme.nt should address improved performance, extended life and

reduced costs. Among the specific areas warranting development effort are:

1. Incorporate latest design technology (e.g., cavity, cathode, collec-

tor, etc.) including European developments to increase power and

efficiency.

2. Extend tube lifetime ( 1 000sf of hours) with improved thermal designs,

encapsulation developmetits, etc.

. Reduce costs by developing new circuit designs to simplify manufac-

t':ring processes.
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B. Space Segment

TWTAs have played a dominant role in space communications and, for high

power requirements at EHF, will continue to maintain a significant role. To

maintain this role at EHF, critical design improvements must be pursued to

provide long life (7 to 10 years), higher efficiencies and higher power.

1. Current Availability

A 4-watt helix TWT (Hughes Model 1294H developed for the CS) operating

over a 1 GHz bandwidth in the 17.75 to 21.15 GHz band with a gain of 50 dB and

efficiency of 17% is the most notable example of an on-orbit TWTA at FHF.

Examples of TWT developmental models at EHF include: 5 W at 35 GHz( 1 6 )

(Hughes) and 10 W at 35-40 GHz( 1 7 ) (Watkins-Johnson Model 3638). European

efforts are currently directed at achieving 10 watts at 20 GHz and are under

development by Thomson-CSF and AEG Telefunken. The current availability of

space TWTAs is summarized in Table 3.3. Note that the 4-watt tube is the

highest power TWT flown in space (CS) at EHF. This tube has not been space

qualified to Military specification aor has a tube been built at the specific

frequency band of interest. Considering the criticality of space TWTs and the

long-term space-qualification and lifa testing requirements, development

efforts in this area should be underway.

It is generally agreed that the practical upper-frequency limit of helix

tubes is above 40 GHz and that helix TWTAs will be available for satellite

transmitters at EHF. However, for the long term, as system requirements grow,

the need for higher output power (e.g., ý 100 watts) may arise and may only be

satisfied by the coupled-cavity tube. The coupled-cavity TWT offers higher

output power at £HF (factor of 3-5 greater than helix TWT), adequate bandwidth

for communications applications and efficiencies of 40-50%. An example is the

200-watt tube operating at 12 GHz with an efficiency of 407 which was flown on

the Communications Technology Satellite(!8) (CTS). A 450-watt tube operating

at 12 GHz has been developed both by Siemens and AEG Telefunken. Design

suis(19)studies1 have been conducted (Hughes) af 100 to 200-watt TWTs operating at
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42 and 85 GHz. Hughes is currently developing (Model 944H) for NASA a 100-watt

TVT operating at 42 GHz with 47 dB gain ene 42% efficiency. These coupled-

cavity tube developments are summarized in Table 3.3. It must be noted that

the coupled-cavity TWT is heavier, larger and more costly than its helix

counterpart. In addition, experience with coupled-cavity tubes in space is

rare. Consequently, coupled-cavity TWTs will only be achievable in the long

term and only with substantial developnent effort and demonstration of tube

reliability in a space environment.

2. Projected Availability

As was discussed in relation to "WTA power limitations for the ground

segment, the power limits are dependent on the specific technology employed in

each of the tube components. For space applications it is necessary to back

off the output power from what would be achieved for terrestrial applications

because of reliability considerations. The consideration of reliability for

space particularly impacts the maximum cathode loading and operating voltages,

and the mechanical and thermal design. These parameters also affect the

dependence of tube output power on operating frequency. In addition for helix

TWTs at EHF, the frequency dependence is affected by the minimum practical beam

diameter. A survey of helix TWT manufacturers shows near term projections

as: 40 watts at 20 GHz and 10 watts at 40 GHz (Hughes); 30 wacts at 20 GHz

(design study by Thomson-CSF); 20 watts at 20 GHz and 10 watts at 40 GHz

(Watkins-Johnson). Hughes has completed a feasibility study of developing a

50-watt helix TWT capability over the 20 to 40 GHz frequency range and plans to

start an internal R&D program this year. This program will incorporate the

latest technology (e.g., dispenser cathodes, depressed collectors, etc.) and

most significantly will use diamond helix support rods (developed under RADC

funding). These dia.lond support rods provide a substantial increase in the

thermal capacity of the TWT circuit and hence in the maximum power output. 101

Eased on these efforts, long-term projections are for 75 watts at 20 GHz and 50

watts at 40 GHz. A recent article(2 0 ) predicts a maximum output power for

helix TWTs, based on European technology in terrestrial tubes, of 80 watts at
4
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20 GHz and 12 watts at 40 GHz, and a frequency dependence, F -8/3, under the

assumption of colistant operating voltage. Under the assumption of a required

7-year life, design constraints were imposed, e.g., cathode loading ! 1 A/cm2

and beam voltage : 6 kV, predicted power levels were 30 wacts at 20 GHz and 9

watts at 40 GHz. The survey results are summarized in Fig. 3.2. Note the

large bounds in the estimated power output. Although these bounds are depen-

dent upon the specific technology assumed, they also reflect considerations of

tube reliability. It is imperative that EHF space tube developments commence,

in particular, extended life tests, to assure the availability of reliable

tubes for future MILSATCOM deployment.

3. TWT Technology Developments

The technology assessment of EHF TWTAs has addressed the current and

projected power output with only general references to the need for improve-

ments in efficiency and reliability. However, the further development of TWT

technology must be considered as important a task as developing specific tube

capabilities based on currently available technology. Basic developments and

improvements in TWT technology provide broad support to all MILSATCOM systems

as well as to other DoD programs. SAMSO has funded programs in this area with

efforts directed toward increasing output power, efficiency and reliability.

The goal in the SAMSO TWT reliability program is to double (30% to 60%) the

confidence level of a TWT pair (active & spare) for a 10-year on-orbit life.

Specific areas being addressed in this regard include improved production

and encapsulation processes, failure analysis and reliability assurance, and

improved and extended life tests. This TWT improvement program should bit

provided expanded support and long-term continuity. Recommended areas of

TWT technology development to be addressed incliAde:

1. Multi-stage depressed collectors for increased TWT efficiency.

2. Dispenser-type cathodes for increased current-density loading.

3. Materials for the helix, helix support and internal attenuator to

reduce loss and operating voltages and increase thermal capacity.

3
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Fig. 3.2. RF power-output projections: space-segment TWTAs.
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4. Velocity tapering of the helix both for higher interaction efficiency

(pitch reduction) and lower AM/PM conversion (pitch increase), i.e.,

doutle-taper helix.

5. Improvements in production, testing and reliability assurance.

6. Improvements in life testing

Develop accelerated and space-simulated life tests.

Begin life-testing phase early in development program.

Develop high-voltage power supply rpliability and life tests.

3.3 Solid-State Power Amplifiers

Historically, solid-state devices have long been projected as one-for-one

replacements for thermionic devices. In space applications, this has been

essentially true with the exception of the TWTA's role as a power amplifier.

Recent developments in solid-state power devices (particularly FETs) indicate

that they may fill this rale at frequencies below 8 GHz and have the potential

for assuming this role at EHF. It is unlikely that solid-state amplifiers will

surpass TWTAc in output power or efficiency. However, solid-state devices

offer the potential for orders-of-magnitude improvements in reliability and

reductions in size, weight and voltage requirements. This section addresses

the current and future availability of solid-state power devices. The choie
between solid-state and TWT amplifiers can only be resolved through parallel,

competitive development efforts. It should be noted that advances in antenna

technology (e.g., time-hopped-beam phased array) may considerably reduce the

requirements for high power in a single envelope and create a unique role

for solid-state devices.

A. IMPATT Diodes

. PATT diodes exhibit negative resistance at microwave frequencies and

[ therefore can be used as RF amplfifers. Their useful upper-frequency limit

I3;
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may be of the order of several hundred gigahertz rendering them a candidate

device for EHF amplifier applications. IMPATT diodes offer the highest poten-

tial added power of any solid-state device at EHF but have two inherent diffi-

culties. The potential high reliability attributed to solid-state devices has

only recently been approached for IMPATT diodes. The basic reason for the

difficulty in achieving high reliability is that efficient charge carrier

multiplication requires high current density across the junction, raising the

junction temperature, i.e., maximum power output and efficiency are achieved

just below diode burnout. Recent improvements in thermal design have somewhat

mitigated this difficulty. The second difficulty with IMPATT diodes, being

negative resistance devices, is that there is no isolation bezzween input and

output. Consequently, circulators are required between amplifier stages

increasing the weight and loss. Achieving broadband, stable amplifier perfor-

mance then requires careful amplifier design. In addition, as IMPATT diode

amplifiers are highly nonlinear, their application is restricted to angle-

modulated, single-carrier systems. However, the trend toward TDMA provides an

ideal applicatio. for the saturated operation of IMPATT diode amplifiers.

This section assesses the current and projected power-added capability of

IMPATT diodes; questions regarding stability, reliability and failure modes of

IMPATT amplifiers must be addressed in future development efforts.

1. Current Availability

IMPATT diode technology is rapidly advancing at EHF under SAMSO/AFAL

sponsorship. The most notable results to date are the laboratory demonstra-

tions of ; 1.2 watts at 40 GHz with 17% efficiency (Raytheon). These are

mid-contract results of a two-year program with a goal of 2 watts (1.9 watts

was achieved at 36 GHz). The diodes are Ga As double-drift (essentially a

series-connected pair of single-drift diodes with improved efficiency and high

power capability) Read-profile devices. The added power achieved is approxi-

mately the same as the best silicon DMPATTs and the efficiency is higher than

the best silicon double-drift (DD) devices. It should be noted that the added

power capability would have to be degraded - 25% for high-r%liability oper-

ation; reliability tests are now in progress. It Is generally agreed that
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within the EHF band, added power capability may be scaled as F 2 (Fig. 3.3).

Based on the 40 G0z results, IMPATTs could provide 4 watts with an efficiency

approaching 20% at 20 G0Iz. AFAL is planning Ga As Read diode development at

20 GHz with goals of added power >5 watts and efficiency >20%; this develop-

ment effort should commence immediately.

2. 'Projected Availability

Long-term projections of potential IMPATT capability predict a factor of

2 to 4 increase in output power over devices currently under development

(Fig. 3.3). The realization of such devices is obviously contingent upon

research funding; commercial interest in EHF devices is currently negligible

and may not change in the forseeable future. The particular areas of interest

,or development, for near-term as well as far-term Improvements, include

improvements in:

1. thermal designs, e.g., diamond heat sinks.

2. profiles for increased efficiency.

3. impedance matching, e.g., integrated matching circuits.

4. higher-yield, lower-cost manufacturing technology.

5. reliability and life testing.

B. Ga As FETs

Gallium arsenide field-effect transistors (Ga As FETs) have recently devel-

oped to the point where they are a candidate replacement for TWTs as satellite
power amplifiers at 8 GHz. Their application at 20 CHz can be realized in the
near term and they offer the potential for application at 40 GHz in the long
"term. The interest in developing FETs over IHPATTs stems from the following

advantages:

1. linear amplification

2. higher efficiency

39
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3. wider bandwidth

4. lower noise figure

5. ease of combining

However, the availability of IMPATTs with useful added power capability across

the EHF band is a certainty and, in this band, IMPATTs will provide typically a

factor-of-four higher power than available FZTs. The choice of the particular

solid-state device will depend upor the operating frequency, required amplifier

characteristics (primarily the need for power or linearity) and developments

in the respective technologies.

1. Current Availability

Xt the present time, power FETs have not been designed for operation at

EHF (Fig. 3.4). However, their performance at lower frequencies is impressive.

At 4 GHz, 15 watts( 7 ) has been achieved for a single device by Bell Laboratories

(3 dB gain) and Fujitsu (5 dB gain). At 8 GHz, 5 watts has been achieved with

5 dB gain and 35% efficiency (Texa3 Instruments for AFAL and NPJ,). A notable

example of current high power/high frequency capabil 4 ty (Texas Instruments) is

the achievement of 1.1 watts at L6 GHz with 4 dB g,. and 30% efficiency. This

device prov:'des 0.85 watt, 4 dB gain and 24% ef' :y at 18 GHz and could

provide 0.5 watt at 20 GHz (this device is not cpt Aized for these higher

frequencies). Current FET devices are designed with high enough cutoff frequen-

cies so that the power-per-unit gate width falls off slowly with freqaency up to

16 GHz (e.g., from 1.2 W/mm at 4 GHz to 0.9 W/imm at 16 GHz). Above 16 GHz,

device output po'ier will decrease as F-. The inherent problems are in the

device fabrication and implementatior at these higher frequencies, i.e., uniform

illumination of the device without phase errors, parasitic effects ai.d circuit

matching to the device.

2. Projected Availability

Based on current power FET performa,.ce at 16 GHz, the realiz-tiou of 20-GHz

devices is assured. Under SAO/.0nAFAL sponsorship, the development of a 20 GHz
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FET has begun (Texas Instruments) with goals of 1 watt added power and 25%

efficnLLcy. Simple extrapolation would predict a useful power level of

0.25 watt at 40 GHz (Fig. 3.4). However, the fabrication and implementation

technology is not currently available to realize such devices. As no FET

development effort is now directed at this frequency band, R&D support will be

required to provide far-term availability of 40 GHz power FETs. In the far-
term, further improvements in the performance of Ga As power FETs are antici-

pated, particularly at EHF. These improvements will require innovative device

Jesigns to yield lower thermal resistance, reductions in parasitic reactances,

more uniform drain-current distribution under th3 gate, and improved impedance

matching of large gate-width devices. In the far term, increases in added

power of a factor of 2 to 4 (2- to 4-watt devices) are projected (Fig. 3.4) at

20 GHz. At 40 GHz, gate lengths much shorter than I jm will be required to

achieve sufficient gain. Short gate lengths have been avoided in power FETs

due to lower drain-gate breakdown voltage. Further developments in device

physics and device parameter tradeoffs will be required to achieve potential

power capabilities at 40 GHZ (e.g., 1/2 to 1 watt).

C. Power Combiner Technology

The power limitations of individual solid-state devices can be consider-

ably extended by power-combining techniques. Possible power-combining techrti-

ques include internal package combining, external circuit combining, and

spatial or antenna combining.

In-package combining, e.g., paralleling elementary devices within one

package, should be pursued within the limits imposed by manufacturing tech-
nology and parasitic reactances on reliability and bandwidth. Currently there

is little or no e-fort directed toward power combining FETs at the chip level

4 and this area warrants investigation. For IMPATTs, the potential improvement
may be considerably less as it is difficult to achieve proper load sharing

between multiple negative-resistance devices.

As diqcussed previously, spatial or antenna combining (i.e., individual

amplifiers on each feed or array element) offers a unique role for solid-state
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devices. The anticipated device power requirements are of the order of a watt

at EHF and appropriate devices should be available with continuing development

efforts (in the near term, FETs or IMPATTs at 20 GHz and IMPATTs at 40 GHz).

The area requiring alditional development is the study and evaluation of power-

combining antenna performance, in particular, the degradation in antenna perfor-

mance due to phase and amplitude differences among the individual amplifiers

and due to individual amplifier failures. Testing of an 8 GHz power combining

antenna (32-element array feed for a 12-ft. Cassegrain antenna developed by

JPL for NASA) is currently in prcgress under SAMSO/AFAL sponsorship. Future

antenna development programs should address the power combining performance of

the specific antenna designs (phased array or mulciple-beam antenna) and

solid-state devices intended for EHF SATCOM use.

External circuit combining affords the opporti-nity for achieving medium

power (tens of watts) solid-state amplifiers. The primary disadvantages of

circuit power combiners are the increased weight and circuit losses. However,

the potential advantages of distributed thermal loads, reduced operating volt-

ages, higher reliability and graceful degradation* make the solid-state ampli-

fier a viable alternative to the TWTA. Circuit combiners may be generally

classified as resonant and nonresonant. Among nonresonant combiners, the

simplest to implement is an N-level binary network of cascaded 3-dB hybrids

combining 2N devices. This approach provides good heat sinking and graceful

amplifier degradation. However, the weight and cumulativ losses of the

hybrids limit the practical number of combining levels (e.g., N=4). An alter-

native nonresonant combiner is the single, N-%ay power divider/combiner.

While more difficult to design, the single multiport combiner has considerable

advantage in size aud weight over the binary combiner and maintains the grace-

fAl degradation characteristics of the latter. In resonant combiners, power

combining of individual devices takes place in a single cavJty via coupling

of the electromagnetic fields. Resonant combiners are more compact and light-

weight than binary combiners and may be applied to two-terminal devices.

However, the cavity size limits the practical number of devices to be combined

Ideally, failure of one or more devices in the combiner results in a propor-
tionate loss in output power, not in complete amplifier failure.
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(particularly at EHF) and the degradation characteristics with device failure

are not well understood. *)ue to the inherent characteristics of IMPATT dcodes,

power combining techniques are limited to binary networks and resonant cavi-

ties. The size, weight and loss penalties associated with binary div!.ders has

been discussed; development efforts in I24PATT amplifiers have consequently

been directed toward cavity combiners. Previously reported results include

a 5-watt, 37-GHz IMPATT amplifier (TRW/AFAL)( 2 1 ) utilizing a cylindrical-cavity

resonator. Current efforts include a 41 GHz amplifier with goals of 10 watts

output power, 10 to 15% efficiency and 7-year life (TRW/AFAL). This program

will investigate the performance characteristics of rectangular as well as

cylindrical cavity combiners and will emphasize reliability and failure-mode

analyses. A similar effort is planned at 60 GHz using Si DD IMPATTs (Hughes)

with a goal of 5 watts using a rectangular-cavity combiner. For FETs, non-

resonant combining techniqaes may be applied and have been demonstrated at

X-band. Recent developments include combining 12 FETs in a radial combiner( 2 2 )

with a combining efficiency of 90% over a 30% bandwidth at 8.5 GHz, and combin-

ing 6 FETs in a planar network(23) with a combining efficiency of 80% over a

40% bandwidth at 10 GHz. Future projectionas 2 4 ) predict a 40-way radial com-

biner providing 100 watts over the 8-12 OHz band. Development of power combiner

networks for FETs is a current SAMSO/AFAL program (Raytheon). The initial

phase will study combiner rechnology applicable to combining up to 20 devices

at frequencies up to 20 GHz. It is assumed that the on-going FET developments

at 20 GHz will be time-phased with this effort. Future developments must

address the viability of FET combiner techniques at 40 GHz.

3.4 Summary

1. Ground Segrent

For the ground segment, an adequate TWTA technology base exists to support

projected CW high power aaplifier requirements (Table 4.2). An exception may be

for terminals restricted to air cooling with a concomitant restriction on out-

put power. Otherwise, liquid-cooled TWTAs offer adequate power capability to

support mobile terminals. For large fixed terminals, the potentially available
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power ranges over orders-of-magnitude (1-100 kw): however, the cost and devel-

opment efforts associated with the various technologies must be assessed.

Detailed s-,stem studies must be conducted to delineate the required tube capa-

bilities and the development of specific TWTAs undertaken. In these TWTA

developments, incorporation of the latest technology and cost-reduction pro-

cesses must be emphasized. As regards the future implementation of TDMA and

time-hopped-beam satellite antennas, the development of average-power-limited

TWTAs is required to achieve the potential advantages.

2. Space Segment

The potential availability of both solid-state and TWT power amplifiers

at EHF affords the opportunity to employ the optimum device for the specific

application. This competition between solid-state and TWT devices is not only

on a one-for-one replacement basis. While there are medium power requirements

(10 to 20 watts) where this is true, there are also unique applications for

each. Requirements for higher power (100 watts) in a single envelope (e.g.,

wideband data relay users) will beat be served by TWTAs. Requirements for

individual power amplifiers (1 watt) on each feed or array element (e.g.,

time-hopped bears for mobile users) would best be served by solid-stcte devices.

Consequently, parallel development efforts are recommended in both areas. The

potential RF amplifier availabilities for these technologies are summarized in

Table 3.4. As regards TWTAs, development of a 20-watt TWTA operating at 20 GHz

should be undertaken immediately to insure the achievement of high reliability.

The capability of helix TWTAs at 40 GHz should be studied and appropriate devel-

opments undertaken. Development efforts (SAMSO/AFAL) directed at IMPATT and

FBT devices and related combiner technology should be expanded and provided

long-term continuity. Reliability testing must be emphasized in device devel-

opment efforts to insure that increases in their power capability are not made

at the expense of their potential high reliability. 1:velopments in combiner

technology must also emphasize failure mode analysis and testing, as well as

communications performance testing (e.g., aM/PM conversion, BER, etc.).
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IV. ANTENNA GAIN LIMITATIONS

4.1 Background

Gain is perhaps the key performance parameter of single, pencil-bem

artennas. The desirability of maximizing the antenna gain to increase E

G/T and AJ performance is obvious. This section addresses the gain limit.

on paraboloidal reflector antennas operating at EHF as imposed by curren:

antenna technology.

The gain of an aperture antenna is commonly expressed as

G~T (riA_)
where G = antenna gain (numeric)

nT = overall antenna efficiency

A = aperture area

A = free-space wavelength

The parenthetical expression in Eq. 4.1 represents the maximum theoreticn• n:'.

The antenna efficiency, 9 T' represents the percentage of the aperture area

is effectively used and is the product of the various efficiency factors hih

reduce the antenna gain. For a circular aperture, it follows that

where D is the diameter of the aperture. For the paraboloidal reflector

antennas to be discussed, the total efficiency can be expressed as

n T = qn nS n Bn X nRS .•

where nI W aperture illumination efficiency

Other aperture efficiency factors are often included; these represent tle
dominant ones.
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nS = (1 - spillover loss)

nB = (1 - aperture blockage loss)

nX = (1 - cross-polarization loss)

ID = reflector dissipative and/or leakage efficiencies

S reflector surface accuracý efficiency

The overall antenna efficiency is typically in the range .55< nT < .75, where

the lower value is representative of staniard commercial reflector antennas

and the upper value represents high efficincy, shaped reflector systens.

The efficiency factors delineated above are primarily dependent on the

reflector geometry and feed horn design and, hence, are not dependent on the

operating frequency. An exception is the refe- tor surface accuracy which is

fixed by current manufacturing technology a~ad consequently, imposes an upper

limit on the maximum useable frequency and corresponding maximum antenna gain.
,

In an analogous manner, antenna tracking accuracy which is fixed by current

technology, the operating environment and platform dynamics imposes an upper

limit on the maximum operating frequency and antenna gain. It is antenna

surface accuracy and antenna tracking accuracy which are the dominant, fre-

quency-depeadent antenna gain factors and which limit rhe achievable gain for

antennas operating at EHF frequencies.

The following sections contain:

1. a review of tht. loss relationships between antenna gain and

surface and tracking accuracy.

2. the current state-of-the-art in these areas and the concomitant

gain limitations.

3. a brief assessment of the current technology in radomes.

* Antenna tracking accuracy is not commonly included in the antenna efficiency
budget as it does not represent a loss in antenna gain in the rigorous sense;
i.e., the antenna gain is unchanged, only the realized gain is reduced in an
operational situation.
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4. estimates of the technological limits on antenna gain imposed

on large, ground-based jammers.

5. recommendation for further studies or improvements in the

technology

4.2 Antenna Surface Accuracy

A. Loss Relationships

Antennas with gain greater than about 40 dB are almost always reflector

surfaces illuminated by a feed. This is because of either economic considera-

tions or technical limitations. The surface accuracy of a reflector antenna

limits the maximum achievable gain; i.e., the achievable gain is maximum, Gm, in

the sense that for a given surface tolerance and antenna diameter, increasing

the operating frequency increases the antenna gain until it equals C . Furtherm
increasing the operating frequency will actually decrease the anten'na gain.

This section first reviews the relationship between surface accuracy and antenna

gain. Next empirical relationships between surface accuracy and antenna diameter

are presented based on current technology. Finally, the corresponding antenna

gain and diameter limitations imposed by the technology are discussed.

The gain of a parabolic reflector antenna, taking into account the loss

due to antenna surface accuracy, may be expressed as(25)

G= Tje (4.4)

where n is the antenna efficiency when c-0 and c is the rms reflector surface

accuracy. The effect of surface errors on the radiation pattern (25) is shown

in Fig. 4.1 for a circular aperture with tapered distribution . Shown are the
expected power diffraction and scatter patterns for mean-square phase errors of

0.2 and 1.0 corresponding to tolerance gain losses of 0.9 and 4.3 dB, respec-

tively. The complete radiation pattern is the power sum of the diffraction and

scatter patterns. Note that the diffraction pattern is reduced by the exponen.-

tial tolerance factor and that the energy lost appears in the scattered pattern.

*Aperture field distribution of the form (1-v 2), where v is the normalized
aperture radius.
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The exponential loss factor of Eq. 4.4 may be expressed as the loss in

gain

AG = -686 (dB) (4.5)

Eq. 4.5 is plotted in Fig. 4.2. A typical goal for antenna surface accuracy is

A/32 corresponding to a loss of 0.7 dB; a typical upper limit is X/16 corres-

Dondiag to a loss of 2.7 dB. Gain loss versus surface accuracy is presented in

Fig. 4.3 with the frequencies of interest as a parameter. Note that at 8 GHz

and AG < I dB, E must be < .050 in. and is representative of current commercial

production of paraboloid reflectors with D - 80 ft. or less. Note that at EHF,

e must be < .015 in. for AG < 1 dB.

B. Current Technology

Antennas having diameters < 4 ft. are one-piece reflectors and the cur-

ently achievable surface accuracies for antennas of this size are presented in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

CURRENT ANTENNA SURFACE ACCURACIES (D <4 Ft.)

Surface Manufacturing
Accuracy (in.) Technique

.025 Standard stamping or spinning

.012 Precision spinning or molding

.005 Machined casting or molding

In accordance with the results of the previous section, the desired surface

accuracy is achievable; the most cost-effective manufacturing process remains

to be determined.
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Antennas having diameter >8 ft. are typically fabricated from panels

and the factors contributing to the operational antenna surface accuracy

include:

1. Manufacturing factors

"• Panel fabrication

"* Backup structure fabrication

* Antenna assembly

2. Environmental factors

* Wind loads

* Thermal gradients

* Gravity

The achievable antenna surface accuracy is of course dependent on the manufac-

turing process but, for a given process, is related to the antenna diameter.

Empirical relationships of the forw e/D = constant (K) were derived from a

limited data base and are presented in Table 4.2 with comments on the relative

availability of the corresponding technology. Substituting the relationship

between antenna diameter and surface accuracy into Eq. 4.4, yields for the

antenna gaia

=9 10 log (n) + 20 log -686 K2 ()2 (dB) (4.6)

Eq. 4.6 is plotted in Fig. 4.4 with the empirical values of K as a parameter

for an assumed antenna "efficiency" (n) of 55%. The limiting effect of the

antenna surface tolerance on antenna gain is evident. Note that the maximum

achievable gain results in a gain loss, AG - 4.34 dB (e/X = .08). This loss

in gain is unacceptable as it represents an inefficient use of antenna

aperture (a gain loss < 1 dB is usually tolerab!l'.
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Fig. 4.4. Antenna gain limitations due to antenna surface accuracy.
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C. Summary

For the present discussion, 40-ft. diameter antennas are the largest being

considered for EHF operation. Table 4.3 presents the gain loss for a 40-ft.

antenna based on the available technology. Note that adcquate surface accuracy

cannot be achieved even at The limit of current commercial technology (i.e.,

based on potential improvements in the manufacturing and assembly techniques

employed for 8/7 GHz antennas). More than adequate surface accuracy is achieved

for radio telescopes but this technology is not currently applied to SATCOM

terminals. The required surface accuracy falls within these bounds and new

technology requires development. Further improvem2nts in commercial technology

will require new structural and thermal designs. As the wind and thermal loads

are major contributors to the surface accuracy of exposed antei.as, the use of

radomes may offer a viable alternative.

In summary, for smali mobile terminals, the required antenna sarface

accuracy (.012 in.) can be realized with refinements in current manufacturing

techniques; the most cost-effective process remains to be determined. For

large fixed terminals (D - 40 ft.) improvements in current fabrication techni-

ques will not provide adequate antenna surface accuracy. A study must be

undertaken to assess the cost and performance tradeoff between the development

of new fabrication techniques and the use of radomes.

4.3 Antenna Tracking Accuracy

A. Loss Relationships

Antenna tracking accuracy, the accuracy with which the peak of an anten-

na's beam can be directed toward a source or receiver, limits the maximum

realizable gain. The achievable gain is maximum, GM, in the sense that for a

given antenna pointing accuracy and operating frequency, increasing the antenna

diameter increases the antenna gain until it equals GM. Further increasing the

antenna diameter will actually decrease the realized gain in an operational

situation. This section reviews the relationship between antenna tracking loss

and antenna tracking accuracy and beimwidth, surveys current tracking accura-
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cies for the various platforms and assesses the concomitant antennz ;ain

limitations.

The gain of a parabolic reflector antenna, taking into account the loss

due to antenna tracking accuracy, may be expressed as

.2
-2.77 (A33)

G = T17r e 3(4.7)

where AG = antenna tracking accuracy

03 = antenna half-power beamwidth

The exponential loss factor of Eq. 4.7 may be expressed as the loss in gain

AG = 12 (dB) (4.8)

The above parameters are pictorially presented in Fig. 4.5. Eq. 4.8 is plotted

in Fig. 4.6. A reasonable limit for antenna tracking loss under required

operating conditions is 1.5 dB, corresponding to a tracking accuracy of approx-

imately one-third the half-power beamwidth (AG/0 3 3 1/3). The half-power beam-

width of a paraboloidal reflector may be approximated as

0 701 (49)

3 D

Substituting Eq. 4.9 into Eq. 4.8, yields for the antenna tracking loss

AG = 1.76 x 10-5 [AE -D -F]2 (dB) (4.10)

where F is the operating frequency. Note that for a fixed antenna diameter
2

and tracking accuracy, the antenna tracking loss increases as F . Of more

relevance, if it is desired to use the same diameter antennas at EHF as at

8/7 GHz (e.g., :or AJ, LPI or margin improvements), the tracking accuracy

must improve* in proportion to the increase in operating frequency to maintain

a specified tracking loss. Eq. 4.10 is plotted in Fig. 4.7 with the frequencies
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of interest as a parameter; the functional relationships discussed are evident.

B. Current Technology

The factors contributing to the overall antenna tracking accuracy include

1. Fundamental factors

"* Antenna beamwidth

"* Antenna servo systems

2. Operational factors

"• Platform Dynamics

"• Environment

* Windloads

• Thermal gradients

Neglecting platform dynamics and environmental effects (primarily wind loads),

antenna tracking accuracy is limited to either a few hundredths of the antenna

half-power beamwidth by the angular sensitivity of the tracking feed or few

thousandths of a degree by the angular resolution of the positioning subsystem;

in these cases, the antenr.a tracking capability would be considered to Le

beamwidth l1mited or servo limited, respectively. However, for mobile term-

inals and for exposed fixed terminals, the platform dynamics and wind loads

are the limiting fautors on tracking accuracy. The antenna tracking accuracies

presented for typical MILSATCOM terminals reflect these operational limita-

tions.

Current antenna tracking capabilities were assessed from terminal spec-

ifications, manufacturers' analyses and estimates, and discussions with appro-

priate DoD agencies. Tracking accuracy data based on operational experience

was not obtained and should be collected to -.ompare in situ performance with

specifications and estimates. Note that in some cases, the tracking capabil-

ities reported do not represent technological limits but rather represent

adequate tracking accuracies for the antenna beamwidth involved (typically

8/7 GHz terminals). In these cases, incorporation of an EHIF tracking
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subsystem would improve the antenna accuracy to the limit imposed by the plat-

form dynamics, environment or antenna servo system.

1. Satellites

The typical pointing* accuracy of spin and three-axis stabilized satel-

lites is 0.20, e.g., DSCS-II** and DSCS-III( 2 7 ). The tracking loss relation-

ship given in Eq. 4.8 is more applicable to ground tenrinals, as the tracking

error is associated with the peak of the antenna's beam. For the satellite,

when regional coverage is required, the tracking error must be considered at

the bedm angle associated with the edge of that region. For a specified

relative gain level, P(4), at the edge of a coverage region defined by the

beam angle, r, the tracking loss is

AG= 12 [jj 3Q] 2 - P(q) (dB) (4.11)

As an example, the previously discussed criterion of L0/0 = .35 corresponds to

a tracking loss of 1.5 dB when the tracking error is associated with the peak

of the beam; when associated with the 3 dB contour of the beam, the tracking

loss is 5.7 dB (i.e., minimum relative gain = -8.7 dB). The assessment of the

required satellite tracking accuracy is then dependent on the specified rela-

tive gain at the edge of the coverage area and the acceptable additional loss

due to tracking accuracy. As operation at EHF will afford the opportunity for

narrower beamwidth antennas (particularly MBAs and time-hopped beams), the

requirements for satellite pointing accuracy will become more stringent and may

require significant improvements in open-loop satellite pointing. For such

antennas, a viable alternative is closed-loop tracking of the user terminal.

Closed-loop tracking can provide accuracies < 0.1 of the half-power beamwidth

and has been demonstrated (.05° tracking accuracy) by the LES-8/9 36/38 Gfz

reflector antenna. Multiple beam antennas (MBAs) and adaptive nulling antennas

would have the basic controls required (i.e., beam-forming networks and

weighting networks, respectively) to perform closed-loop tracking.

*Open-loop as well as closed-loop tracking is considered for completeness.
** TRW Briefing to the DCA/MSO.
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2. Airborne Terminals

Antenna pointing accuracy of 0.50 has been demonstrated by AFAL in air-

borne communications experiments with LES-8/9. This pointing accuracy would be

adequate far antennas up to 1 ft. in diameter operating at 45 GHz. However,

maintaining reliable communications would be dependent on the accuracy of the

aircraft's inertial navigaticn system and the satellite ephemeris data, It

wi±L be assumed that antenna pointing capability will continue to be used for

initial satellite acquisition and that closed-loop antenna tracking will then

be used. As regards the latter, antenna tracking accuracy of 0.10 has been

demonscrated with the AFAL SATCOM terminal (AN/ASC-22) (28) operating at 36/38

GHz (LES-8/9) with a 3-ft. antenna utilizing a nutating subreflector*.

3. Shipboard Terminals

Anteina pointing accuracy of 0.5* has also been demonstrated by NOSC for

shipboard terminals (LES-8/9, 36/38 GHz experiments); the limitations and

utility of antenna pointing were previously discussed. A tracking accuracy of

0.20 has been specified for the WSC-6 terminal (mast-mounted, 4-ft., 8/7 GHz

antenna with radome) and has been demonstrated on roll/pitch fixtures. It

should be noted that the tracking accuracy of the WSC-6 terminal is dictated by

the use of step-tracking technique (i.e., scanning of the entire reflector) and

is not a fundamental limitation. It is estimated that a tracking accuracy of

0.10 could be achieved, but may require the addition of a tracking subsystem

(e.g., nutating subreflector) with a concomitant increase in cost and weight.

A tracking accuracy of 0.1i is specified for the WSC-2(V)±(2q) terminal (8-ft.,

8/7 GHz antenna) which utilizes a monopulse tracking feed.

4. Transportable Ground Terminals

tntenna tracking accuracies for transportable terminals in the DSCS inven-

tory range from 0.030 for a 38-ft. antenna (AN/MSC-61)(30)" to 0.20 for an 8-ft.

antenna (AN/TSC-86)( 3 1 ). These tracking accuracies are based on limiting the

tracking loss at 8/7 GHz to 1 to 2 dB under operational conditions and the

tracking specifications are typically stated in terms of the maximum tracking

In a Cassegrain antenna system, the subreflector is offset or tilted slightly
from the focal axis and rotated to provide a conical scanning of the antenna
beam.
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loss versus wind loads. For tactical, ground-mobile terminals (e.g., AN/TSC-86),

tracking accuracies of 0.10 and 0.20 are achieved for 20-ft. (LT-2) and 8-ft.

(LT-l) terminals, respectively. These tracking accuracies will be assumed for

the assessment of ground-mobile terminals. It should be noted that the tracking

technique employed for mobile terminals is dependent on tho antenna beamwidth

in the fol],.:Ing manner: for antenna beamwidth > 0.50, a step-tracking system

is typically used; while for antenna beamwidths < 0.5%, some form of monopulse

tracking is used with a concomitant increase in cost and c."nnlexity.

5. Fixed Ground Terminals

A tracking accuracy of 0.020 is specified for large fixed terminals, e.g.,
(32)60-ft. DSCS terminal (AN/FSC-78) , operating without a radome for steady

winds up to 45 mph and for gusts up to 60 mph. The wind speed is the major

limiting factor in the tracking accuracy of large, fixed terminals (e.g., for

steady winds of 30 mph and gusts to 45 mph, the tracking accuracy is ;0.0l1).

Consequently, if improved tracking accuracy is requirci, radomes can afford

up to a ten-fold improvement in tracking accuracy, within the lixits imposed

by the antenna beamwidth and servo system.

The results of this survey of current antenna tracking accuracies are

presented in Table 4.4. The antenna gain, corrected for antenna tracking loss,

may be expr, ;sed as

G 10 log (n) + 20 log 2D) 2.45 x 10-3 [A2 (dB) (4.12)

Eq. 4.12 is plotted in Fig. 4.8 with the current antenna tracking accuracies

f * as a parameter for an assumed antenna efficiency (q) of 55%. Note the limiting

effezt of the antenna tracking accuracy on the achievable antenna gain. The

maximum achievable gain is realized when the gain loss, AG = 4.34 dB, as is the

case for the gain limitation imposed by antenna surface accuracy, this loss in

gain represents an unacceptably inefficient use of antenna aperture. Since

tracking losses are typically limited to 1 to 2 dB under operating conditions,

a maximum tracking loss of 1.5 dB is chosen as the criterion for as:ressing
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the gain limitations.

C. Summary

Table 4.5 presents the antenna gain limits and corresponding diameter

limits for current tracking accuracies with frequency as a parameter. Note

that for antenna diameters >40 ft., the tracking accuracy required is at the

limit of current technology. In this case, improvements in tracking accuracy

may be necessary and, as wind loads are a dominant factor, the potential use of

radomes must be addressed. Note that for airborne terminals, the demonstrated

tracking accuracy of 0.10 will accommodate larger antennas than would be con-

sidered. For the mobile community, current technology will permit operation of

the proposed antennas at EHF. However, not evident in Table 4.5 is the tech-

nology required to provide the indicated performance. Table 4.6 presents

tracking accuracy requirements for a given antenna diameter with the frequen-

cies of interest as a parameter. In this table the boundaries between the

various technologies are indicated (these boundaries are coarse but represen-

tative). It is beyond the scope of this report to assess the cost and com-

plexity of the various tracking systems but these factors should be included

in system studies ?n potential limits on terminal antenna size and gain.

A final point regarding antenna tracking accuracy: addresses the ratio of

uplink (FU) to downlink (F D) frequency. The previous discussions have addressed

the tracking accuracy requirement for a given antenna diameter or tracking loss

on an individual frequency basis, regardless of the actual link direction. This

.s valid for 8/7 GHz operation where the ratio FU/FD , 1 and, consequently, the

tracking losses at the uplink aud downlink frequencies are essentially the same.

Operation at EHF, however, will entail larger rat'ýs of U/F D (an exception

being the use of 44/40 GHz). Considering that for a given tracking loss, AG,

at the downlink frequency, the tracking loss at the uplink frequency is (Fu/F ) 2

U D
- AG, it is apparent that the specified downlink tracking loss must be much

lower at EHF than is currently required at 8/7 GHz. For example, operation at

45/20 GHz will require a specified maximum tracking loss at 20 aHz under opera-

tional conditions of 0.3 dB to limit the tracking loss at 45 GHz to 1.5 dB.
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TABLE 4.6

ANTENNA TRACKING ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

ANTENNA REQUIRED TRACKING AZ:CURACY (deg)*

DIAMETER (ft) 20 GHz 30 GHz 37 GHz 44 GHz 50 GHz

STEP TRACKING

1 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5

2 0.6 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25_

4 0.3 0.2 0.17 0.14 0.12

8 0.15 0.1 0.08 0.07 0.06
MORE COMPLI X TRACKING

16 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.035 0.03

40 0.03 0. ,'2 0.016 0.014 0.012

BEYOND CURRENT CAP BILITIES

*BASED ON 1.5dB TRACKING LOSS
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Consequently, the tracking accuracy requirement for the downlink frequency will

be more stringent In terms of antenna beamwidth (AO/03). In the above example

for 45/20 GHz, the required tracking accuracy at 2C GHz in half-power beam-

widths is A0/0 3 < 0.16. Fig. 4.9 presents tracking accuracy versus FU/FD with

tracking loss as a parameter. Also indicated in the figure are approximate

boundaries for various tracking technologies. These boundaries are broad as

the achievable tracking accuracy is obviously dependent on factors other than

the tracking technique (e.g., tracking bandwidth, S/N, operating environment,

etc.). However, the- consequence is that the ratio of FUIFD will dictate the

required tracking technology and corresponding cost and complexity.

The foregoing analysis assumes the uplink and downlink beams are coaxial.

Antenna designs are possible in which the uplink and downlink beam controls

are independent (e.g., prime-focus downlink feed and Cassegrain uplink feed

with a dichroic subreflector). Detailed system studies must address the cost/

performance tradeoffs among the various antenna feed techniques.

4.4 Radomes

The reed for radomes for large, fixed terminals to mitigate the effect of

wind loads on antenna surface and tracking accuracy has been indicated. Radomes

will also be required for airborne and shipboard terminals and are included here

for completeness. This assessment of radomes is rather limited and further

studies will be required.

A. Fixed Ground Terminals

Metal space frame radomes have been developed Ly Electronics Space Systems

Corporation (ESSCO) for use up to 200 GHz. The ESSCO radome is a faceted,

truncated sphere composed of individual triangular panel- bolted together to

form the structure. Each of the individual triangular panels is composed of

a thin plastic laminate membrane supported by an aluminum extrusion frame.

The electromagnetic performance of the radome relies on the spatiai distribu-

tion of the framework as well as membrane chaxacteristics. The environmental

specifications of this type of radome are presented in Table 4.7. Typical
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Table 4.7

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS OF METAL SPACE
FRAME RADOME (NOMINAL DIAMETER 68 FT.)

Operating wind load 150 mph

Operating temperature range -65eF to 140 0 F

Relative humidity 0 to 100%

Ice or snow loads 70 psf

Salt atmosphere MIL-STD-810

Sand and dust MIL-STD-210

Solar radiation rejection > 90%
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electromagnetic performance characteristics of a 68-ft. diameter radome are

presented graphically in fig. 4.10. These characteristics are summarized in

Table 4.8 for the frequencies of interest. Note in the table that the bore-

sight shift and noise temperature contributions are negligibile. An assessment

of the impact of the transmission loss through the radome will require consid-

eration of the surface accuracy and tr -king losses with the radome and com-

parison with the losses incurred for exposed antennas. As the transmission

loss associated with the membrane is a function of its thickness for a given

material and frequency of interest, the membrane thickness can be chosen to

minimize the loss at the desired operating frequency. In particular, the EHF

band lies near a maximum in the transmission loss characteristics f the radome

discussed (Fig. 4.10). The transmission loss can be reduced by reducing the

membrane thickness. However, this results in an increase in the number of

panels and the cost of the radome - there is an obvious tradeoff between

radome performance and cost.

A final consideration regarding radome transmission Joss is the effect of

rain, specifically laminar water flow on the radome during rain. Radomes are

manufactured with integrally bonded films to inhibit the formation of water

film and appropriate materials for in situ coatings have been developed.

However, the performance ard maintainence requirements regarding rain effects.

must be addressed in radome studies.

iB. Shipboard Terminals

Radomes for shipboard (ar ground) terminals are available for use at

frequencies up to at least 40 GHz from ESSCO. These radones are truncated

spheres moided in one piece. Two types are available: a glass-fabric-rein-

force solid laminate (L) or a lightweight sandwich construction (S) with

glass-f-bric-laminate skins over a honeycomb core. Tne outside of the radome

is finished with a high-quality enamel. Both models are designed to survive

150 mph wind loads and models are available designed for resistance to nuclear

blast. Typical transmission loss performance .)f several 6.5-ft. diameter

radomes is presented in Fig. 4.11. Note at the design frequency the transmission
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loss is < 0.5 dB ( > 90% transmission) even at 35 GHz. Note also that for

the solid laminates the 1 dB bandwidth is not wide enough to accommodate even

30/20 GHz. As pointed out previously, operation at EHF entails more widely

separated uplink and downlink frequencies than previous MILSATCOM bands. As

regards radomes for shipboard terminals at EhF, either larger transmission

losses must be Lolerated if a solid laminate radome is used, or a sandwich

construction must be employed to afford dual-tuned performance. A study is

indicated.

C. Airborne Terminals

Radomes have been built and flight tested for airborne terminals which

operate at 8/7 GHz and 36/38 GHz (AN/ASC-28). This dual-band radome houses

a 3-ft. antenna and has dimensions of approximately 20 ft. x 4 ft. x 4 f6.

rypical transmission loss values measured after environmental testing are

presented in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9

TRANSMISSION LOSS OF DUAL-BAND
AIRBORNE RADOME (AN/ASC-28)

Transmission Loss (aB)

Average(I) Maximum (2)

8/7 GHz 36/38 GHz 8/7 GHz 36/38 GHz

0.5 1.5 1.0 3.0

(1) Averaged over 00 to 800 antenna elevation angle and over the
frequency band.

(2) Actual maximum value within the specified elevation angle and
frequency range.
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This radomc demonstrates the feasibility of designs capable of operating over

the largest conceivable band separation encompassing EHF. Present EHF plans

require new radome designs for the specific frequencies, antenna diameters and

operational requirements.

4.5 Technological Limits

This section briefly addresses the technological limits on antenna gain,

not as regards MILSATCOM terminals, but for large land-based jammers.

A. Antenna Tracking Accuracy

The gain limit imposed by antenna tracking accuracy may be obtained by

differentiation of Eq. 4.12, yielding (for an assumed antenna efficiency of

55%) for the maximum gain

T
M =35.5 - 20 log 00) (B) (4.13)

Under the assumptions that the wind and therm..l loads are mitigated by a radome

and temperature control, and there is no limit on attainable antenna beamwidth,

the tracking accuracy would be limited by the antenna servo system. Under

these conditions, antenna tracking accuracies of ; 0.0010 have been achieved(33)"

and the corresponding gain limit would be G 95 dB. As will be discussed
MAX

next, the gain is limited in practice to much lower values. This calculation

merely shows that antenna tracking (servo) accuracy ie not the fundamental

limit on antenna gain.

B. Antenna Surface Accuracy

Examining the technological gaini limit imposed by antenna surface accuracy,

Eq. 4.6 is differentiated to obtain (for an assumed antenna efficiency of 55%)

M =-X 9- 20 log (0) (dB) (4.14)
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However, assuming that wind and thermal loads are mitigated and assuming no

surface inaccuracies due to fabrication (i.e., panel and assembly accuracy are

cost dependent), the antenna surface accuracy would ultimately be limited by

gravity. Analysis(34) of conventional (aluminum or steel construction) radio

telescope structures shows that the gravitational limit on antenna surface

accuracy is related to the antenna diameter as

E = 4.5 x 10-7 D (in) (4J15)

Substution of Eq. 4.15 into the gain expression, yields for the maximum

antenna gain

SGS = 61 -I 10 log (F(GHz)] (dB) (4.16)

Note in Eq. 4.16 that the gain limit is directly proportional to frequency.

Eq. 4.16 is plotted in Fig. 4.12. Table 4.10 presents the gain limits for the

uplink frequencies of interest.

Table 4.10

ANTENNA GAIN LIMIT DUE TO GRAVITATIONAL DISTORTION

f (GHz) GMAX (dB)* DMAX (Ft.) £ (in.)

30 76 115 ,022

45 78 95 .015

*Assuming 55% efficiency. No radome or other losses included.

Note that the gain values do not include the losses due to the required

radome, thc residual surface inaccuracies of panel fabrication and antenna

assembly, and antenna tracking accuracy. It may be concluded that a maximum
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achievable antenna gain of 75 dB is representative of the technological

limit for ground-based jammers operating at ElF.

4.6 Summary

With the exception of large fixed terminals, the current technology in

antenna surface accuracy and tracking accuracy will not restrict the deploy-

ment of the antenna sizes proposed for EHF. However, the relevant issue is

the cost and complexity of the required technology and must be considered in

de.:ermining the limiting antenna sizes. These factors are beyond the scope of

this report. Future studies should address this issue in the design tradeoff

between satellite complexity and terminal size. The following is a summary

of the findings of this section and may be useful in such studies.

A. Antenna Surface Accuracy

1. For D < 4 ft., requirements satisfied with refinements in current

manufacturing processes; the most cost-effective process remain!, to be

determined.

F. ror 8 ft.< D <20 ft., requirements >fied at of current

commercial technology, i.e., machined cast or molded panels.

3. For D > 40 ft., requirements not currently satisfied by commercial

technology; tradeoff beLween new fabrication techniques and radomes.

B. Antenna Tracking Accuracy

1. Satellite: open-loop pointing accuracy (0.20) is c.equate for near

term; for beamwidths < 1', closed-loop tracking may be required and has

been demonstrated.

2. Airborne Terminals: demonstrated tracking accuracy (0.10) will

accomodate larger antennas than being considered.

3. Shipboard and Transportable Ground Terminals: available technology

will accommodate planned antenna sizes; cost and cumplexity of required

technolog, '-.g., step tracking vs monopulse) should be assessed as a

determina.,
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4. Fixed Ground Terminals: required tracking accuracy at the limit of

current technology - use of radomes indicated.

5. Dual-Band Terminals (FU>>FD): require stringent tracking accuracy

or complex feeds - cost versus performance tradeoff.

C. Radomes

1. Fixed Ground Terminals: radome design study required including

cost/performance tradeoffs between existing and new radomes, and rain

effects.

2. Shipbcard Terminals: new designa are required to accommodate widely

separated frequency bands; cost/performance tradeoff between solid laminate

(vingle-tuned) and sandwich (double-tuned) construction.

3, Airborne Terminals: dual-band radome design has been deaonstrated;

design, fabrication and testing of radoses for the specific frequencies,

antenaa diameters and operational conditions are required.

D. Technological Gain Limit

Technological limit on antenna gain at EHF (due to gravitational

distortion) is i75 dB.
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V. ANTENNAS

5.1 E akground

Advances In satellite antenna technology have upg-aded the function of

antennas from their simple role of providing a single area-coverage beam.

Current antenna caiabilities can provide variable-beam and multiple-beam

cuverage. The potential use of narrow time-hopped beams in a TDMA system

affords the opportunity for significantly reducing ground terminal size and

cost and/or increasing capacity. In addition, the implementation of adaptive

nulling antennas offers orders of magnitude improvement in AJ protection and

the potential for reducing terminal size and complexity. While this advanced

antenna technology is not frequency dependent per so, the realization of high

resolution antenna beams or nulls (e.g., of the order of 10) is practically

impossible at UHF (e.g., 230-ft. aperture), difficult at X-band (9-ft. aperture),

and readily achievable at EHF (1.5-ft. aperture at 44 GHz). MILSATCOM operation

at EHF then affords the opportunity to implement this advanced antenna tech-

nology to full advantage and future studies should address its integration

into the EHF system architecture. This section assesses the current state of

this technology.

For the ground segment, antenna requirements will be satisfied by para-

bolic reflector antennas; the need for improved fabrication and tracking

techniques was discussed in Section IV. This section briefly assesses the

impact of the bandwidth requirements and insertion loss at EHF on antenna

subsy"'tem design, and the potential use of low-sidelobe antennas.

5.2 Ground Segment

A. Antenna Bandwidth and Loss Considerations

As discussed in Section IV with regard to antenna tracking and radome

requirements, operation at EHF will entail much larger ratios of uplink to

downlink frequency than operation at 8/7 G~z. This frequency separation impacts

the antenna feed and microwave component designs. For operation at M0/20 GHz,

the band separation is equivalent to the 6/4 Glz t Ands and terminal antenna

designs can benefit from the extensive development effort expended in the
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commercial bands, e.g., 6/4 GHz high-efficiency feed designs, circular polar-

izers, diplexers, etc. However, this technology cannot be simply scaled due to

the tolerance requirements at FHF and some development effort will be required

in fabrication techniques. For larger frequency separations, new feed and

component designs will be required. Another consideration for operation at EHF

is the higher waveguide insertion loss. To minimize these losses, the use of

higher-order mode waveguide is recommended. NOSC has developed and built

oversize circular wavegide (0.5-in. ID) operating in the TE01 mode for use in

the 40 to 45 GHz band with inaertion loss of _ 5 dB/100 ft. (compared to _ 25

dB/100 ft. theoreti.cal loss for -ilver-plated, standard rectangular waveguide)

and also have developed flexible waveguide, bends, rotary joints, mode sup-

pressors, pressure barriers and tranp4.t±ons. These components for the 44 GHz

band should be brought to production availability and similar hardware should

be developed for the 30/20 GHz band. An alternative approach for the large

fixed terminals is the use of beam-waveguide techniques (multiple reflecting

mirrors) to eliminate the waveguide and rotary joints.

B. Low-Sidelobe Antennas

One of the prime motives for the evolution of MILSATCOMs to EHF is the

available bandwidth for spread spectrum modulation AJ protection. The specific

frequency band selected at EHF is also driven by the user's LPI requirements.

The DCAiMSO Frequency Selection Working Group addressed the AJ and LPI threats

in detail. One of the constituent parameter of both AJ and LPI analyses is

the sidelobe level of the ground terminal antenna. Specifically, the [PI

detection range and tolerable AJ threat levels for both downlink and uplink

Jamming (assuming a frequency-follower or repeat-back jamming threat against a

frequency-hopping, spread-spectrum system) are directly proportional to the

terminal antenna sidelobe levels. Con'equently, reductions in antenna sidelobe

levels should be investigated and shoulc be implemented within the constraints

of reasonable cost and minimum impact on the terminal operation and performance.

It is beyond the scope of this report to conduct such a tradeoff analysis;

areas wartanting further study are recommended.
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In performing AJ or LPI analyses it is typically assumed that the antenna

sidelobes well away from the main beam of a standard parabolic reflactor

antenna have an average level of k -10 dBi (dB relative to an isotropic radia-

tor) with corresponding peak levels of ;k-7 dBi. Reduatians in these sidelobe

levels may be achieved by passive or atrive techniques. Among the passive

techniques, the simplest approach is special antennu foed and feed-support

designs, but the inherent blockage due to the feed (or subreflector) and feed

supports limits the achievable reduction in sidelobes. hlowever, refinements in

analytic methods coupled with development efforts have led to improved designs.

Advantage should be taken of this technology In the specification of sidelobe

levels for EHF ground terminal antennas. The more complex passive techniques

for sidelobe reduction include offset-fed reflectors (to eliminate blockage

effects) and absorber tunnels. Offset-fed reflectors coupled with appropriate

feed designs offer potential reductions in wide-angle sidelobes of 10 to 20 dB.

However, this performance improvement must be weighed against the cost and

operational constraints impt ,1. Absorber tunnels (cylindrical shroud lined

with absorbing material with the antenna at one end) may be used uith standard

focal-fed parabolas and also offer 10 to 20 dB reductions In wide-angle side-

lobe leveli (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2) with negligible loos in antenna gain. However,

the "optimum" tunnel length is s 2/3 the antenna diameter and, consequently,

the achievable performance must be weighed against the cost, and environmental

and maintenance considerations.

Active sidelobe reduction for downlink jamming can be achieved by adaptive

sidelobe cancellation techniques (Fig. 5.3) and can provide 30 dB adi;itional

suppression of downliak jammer signals. Extensive work has been dong on

adaptive nilting circuits .aoth for sidelobe cancellation for radar applications

and antenna nulling for satellites. Considering the potential improvement in

AJ vrotection, adaptive sidelobe cancellation at EUF should be investigated.

As the required circuic technology (analog or digital) is extant, emphasis

should be placed on the number of cancellation loops, design and implementation

nf the auxiliary antenna, and performance evaluation.
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'.3 Space Segment

The generic types of antennas typically employed on satellites include

horns, parabolic-reflector antennas, shaped-beam reflector antennas, arrays and

multiple-beam antennas (MBAs). Examples of these antennas in EHF satellites

inelude the dual-reflector antennas employed in the 36/38 GHz LES-8/9 communi-

cations experiments and the horn-reflector antenna providing shaped beams used

in the 30/20 GHz Japanese Communications Satellite (CS). These examples demon-

strate that the requisite antenna fabrication techniques exist (e.g., 0.002-in.

rms surface tolerance for the LES-8/9 reflectors) to implement current antenna

"technology. This section addresses the potential use of phased array antennas

for the near term and time-hopped beam and adaptive-nulling antennas for the

far term.

A. Phased Arrays

lo provide a single beam for spot or area coverage, the use of phased

arrays should be considered as an alternative to mechanically steerable

reflector antennas. As the maximum scan angle is only 9%, the array elements

can be earth-coverage horns, and light-weight fabrication techniques are avail-

able. Fig. 5.4 presents the estimated electrical and mechani..al character-

istics of such arrays at EHF. For downlink applications where a single high

power amplifier is used or for uplink applications (where it is assumed a

single low-noioe receiver is used), the tradeoffs betwqen the phased array and

reflector antenva are:

1. weight, volume and packaging constraints of the respective antenna

systems.

2. reliability of electronic (phase shifters) versus mechanical (gimbals

and rotary joints) beam steering.

3. relative gain of the respective antenna systems for a given beam-

width, i.e., losses in the corporate feed network and phaee shlfcers

versus flexible waveguide and rotary joints.
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The rhoice between phased arrays and reflector antennas for single-beam appli-

cations requires an in-depth comparison of the above parameters and snould be

addressed as specific antenna requirements are defined.

The application for which the phased array has unique advantage over the

reflector antenna is *he combining of a number of power amplifiers (power

combining may be required either to increase EIRP or to utilize solid-state

devices). To combine the power output of N amplifiers at a single point to

feed a reflector requires N-1 binary power combiners and incurs a concomitant

insertion loss. Mhu array requires N phase shifters to steer the beam but

their insertion loss may be mitigated by locating the amplifiers ac the input

of each antenna element. The array then offers the potential for reduced

losses and/or increased numbers of combined devices. For either antenna con-

figuration, using hybrid combiner circuits affords the advantage of graceful

degradation with source failure; i.e., the output power is (M/N)2 times the

input power, where M is the number of devices operating and N is the total

number of devices. For the phased array, the failure of a device also incurs

the loss of an array element. The ailtenna gain is then reduced by M/N but

is negligible for a reasonable number of elements (e.g., failure of 1 device in

a 16-element array reduces the array gain by z 0.3 dB). The application of

phased arrays for spatial power combining should then be addressed as an

adjunct to solid-state device development as discussed in Section IUI. The

areas to be addressed should include the effects of device degradation and

failure on antenna performance. In addition to its role as a power combining

technique, phased arrays may offer potential advantages for time-h3pped-beam

applications and is discussed next.

B. Time-Hopped-Beam Antennas

The use of a narrow Lime-hopped beam ha3 been previously referred to as a

method of reducing satellite transmitter pcwer requirements, increasing capa-

city and/or path margins, reducing the size of ground terminals, and providing

AJ protection via beam discrimination. The potential reduction in satellite

transmitter power or ground terminal ancenna diameter as a function of satellite
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antenna beamwidth is presented in Fig. 5.5. The required development of

average-power-limited transmitters to support TDMA operation was addressed in

Section III; this section addresses the required antenna technology and areas

for develolment.

There exist two generic types of antennas capable of providing a single,

time-hopped beam: an electronically-focused antenna (phased array) and an

opticrlly-focused antenna (array of feeds in the focal plane of a lens or

reflectcr). Since the reflector antenna either incurs aperture blockage or

must utilize offset feeds, a lens will be considered for the optically-focused

case. To obtain the same minimum gain within the field-of-view (FOV) over

which the beam is hopped, the phased array and feed array of the lens require

approximately the same number of elements. For an N-element phased array, all

array elements are excited at constant amplitude by individual variablE 3600

phase shifters from an N-way power divider. For the N-element feed of a lens,

each feed element is excited individually by an N-way switch. As the N-way

power divider of the phased array and N-way switch of the lens feed a y would

typically both be fabricated from binary power dividers (i.e., N-=-2), the

difference in beam control is phase shifters ver3us switches, re*_tively.

For the phased array, the insertion loss is due to only 1 phal shifter (par-

allel connection); for the lenL, feed the insertion loss foA# elements is due

to n switches in series and may be considerable. The reliability of phase

shifters versus switches must also be determined. Higher~reliability is

required for the switch as a failure results in the loss of one or more beams;

whereas for the phased array, failure of a phase shifter results in a loss in

gain of 1/N and minor degradation in the radiaticrpatte-n (i.e., increase in

sidelobe levels). The prime power requirements and number of state changes

will be greater for the phase shifters, as, in general, all N phase shifters

must change state for each beam position versus a maximum of n statc changes

for the switches (prime power requirements for rapid-switching applications a-e

discussed later in more detail). 7ither antenna type may be used with a single

power amplifier. However, only the phased array is amenable to spatial power
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combining of N devices and, as described in the previous section, the loss due

to the phase shifter may be mitigated by locating the amplifier at the input to

the array element. The phased array has the additional advantage of being

physically smaller for - given beamwidth: the aperture diameter of the phased

array is 1-30% less than the lens because the aperture efficiency is higher;

the depth of the phased array may also be less than a lens antenna. The pri-

mary advantage of the lens antenna is its relative ease of fabrication. Spe-

cifically, the corporate feed network of the phased array must maintain equi-

phase path lengths to each array element (no phase coherence is requi-ed among

the feed elements of the lens), and tbe ,ibrication complexity, size and weight

increase rapidly with the numb.er of elements. Broadband-waveguide or dielec-

tric lens would also offer wider bandwidth than the phased array. The relative

merits of the phased array versus lens antenna are summarized in Table 5.1.

The choice leans toward the phased array. As the final selection will depend

upon the type of power amplifier used, the numer of elements required, the

technology of the beam-control devices, and reliability and bandwidth consid-

erations, further studies are required. The following section assesses the

theoretical performance and estimated size of a time-hcopped-beam antenna.

To provide an optimum beam which is uniformly hopped within a circular

coverage angle, 0 M, the beam geometry is a hexagonal array as shown in Fig. 5.6

for a 37-beam antcuna. The relation between the number of beams in the hexa-

gonal array (N) and the number of beams on the center row (N c) are related by

N = (3N 2 + 1)/4 (5.1)

For the sake of comparison, the number of elemeLtý, in the phased array and in

the feed array of a lens are assumed equal to the number of beazs. The para-

meter to be optimized is the minimum directive gain over tha required coverage

angle, GIN' which occurs at the center of the triangular-lattice subarrays of

beams. For the phased array, it is assumed that the element geometry is iden-

tical to the geometry of the beam array. The array element is a cizcular aper-

ture of diameter, d, equal to the element spacing and is excited by the TEll
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Fig. 5.6. Hexagonal time-hopped-beam geometry.
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mode (efficiency - 83.5%). Fur the lens antenna, it assumed a feed array which

is art image of the beam array is located in the focal plane of a lens. The

diameter, d, of the circular aperture elements is equal to their spacing. The

calculated directive gain includes the loss resulting from spill aver and non-

uniform amplitud distribution of the lens aperture. The results of this opti-

mi•.ation* are summarized in Table 5.2 for earth coverage from synchronous

altitude (0M = 90).

TABLE 5.2

OPTIMUM TIME-HOPPED-BEAM ANTENNA PARAMETERS ( = 9-)

PARAMETER PHASED ARRAY LENS

Antenna Diameter (D/X) 2.49 Nc (1-0.15 N AF/F) 3.64 Nc

Element Diameter (dIX) 2.68 (1-0.15 N AF/F) 1.32 f/D

GMIN 22.9 N(I-0.25 N AF/F) 26.8 N

AG (dB) 2.6 6.0

Beam Spacing/HPBW 0.81 1.10

where AF/F = fractional bandwidth

f/D - Focal length-to-diameter ratio

"AG - gain variation within a beam coverage area

Note that for nearly equal minimum gain, GIN, over the required coverage

angle, 0M, the aperture diameter of the phased array is f 30Z smaller. Note

also that the variation in gain, AG, within an individual bea" coverage angle

is significantly smaller for the phased array. The larger variation in gain of

the lens antenna indicates a larger gain slope and, therefcre, the lens

antenna requires better beam pointing accuracy. Based on these factors alone,

the phased array appears to be the preferred choice. The theoretical minimum

*A. R. Dion, Internal Memorandum.
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gain for an earth-coverage antenna (OM - 90) is presented in Fig. 5.7 as a

function of the number of beams in the-hexagonal beam array. Calculated

antenna patterns containing the minimum gait. condition for )M - 90 ond N=37 are

presented in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 for the lens and phased array antennas, respec-

tively. Estimated physical parameters and realizable gain for a 37-beam, 32-

element* phased array at. 44 GI~z are presented in Fig. 5.10. The final choice

between phased array and lens antennas can only be based on the realized perfor-

mance and diLfieLuty oi irilementation, and can only be resolved through actual

developmer t efforts.

A final factor regarding time-hopped-beam antennas is the prime power

consumption of the state-changing devices employed. Diode phase shifters have

a constant switching power requirement regardless of switching rate but have

relative.v high (4-5 dB at 20 GHz) in artion lose. Ferrite phase shifters

offer lower insertion loss (1.2 dB at 44 GHz) but prime power requirements are

directly proportional to the switching rate. A comparison of ferrite and diode

phase-shifter power requirements is presented in Fig. 5.11. It is evident in

this figure that for fast beam hopping rates, e.g., of the order of 10,000 hopn

per second, ferrite phase shifters cannot be used in a phased array and the

higher insertion loss of diode phase shifters must be incurred. As discussed

previously, the insertion lose of the phase shifters in a phased array may be

mitigated by locating a power amplifier at the input to each array element.

However, the power gain needed may require multistage amplifiers, substantially

increasing the number of solid-state devices employed. An alternative for fast

beam hopping may be to use the lens antenna with feed array. The insertion

loss of a ferrite switch is : 0.3 dB at 20 GHz and for N - 2 elements, a

maximum of n state changes is required. The maximum prime power requirement of

the lens is then n/N less than the phased array. There may be switching

sequences for either antenna type which require .tonsiderably less power (state

changes) than the maximum (for the lens antenna, only one state change may be

required). In summary, for fast beam-hopping applications, prime power con-

sumption of the besa-control devices may be the dominant factor in antenna

selection, and further studies are required.

*Binary power divider network employed; reduction in ainimm directive gain
for 32 versus 37 elements = 0.3 dB.
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C. Multiple-Beam Antennas

The capabilities of multiple-beam antennas (MBAs) are numerous, e.g., beam
-teering, beam shaping, sidelobe control and adaptive nulling. Considering

their potential for increasing system capacity, operational flexibility and

increasing AJ protection, it is probable that MBAs will be utilized in EHF

MILSATCOMs. The choice of the generic MBA is araong the reflector, phased errey
and lens. The reflector MBA, while providing high gain, w4 de bandwidth and
light .:tight, is only well suited for applications requiring a small number of
beams or compatibility with offsct feeds. The phased array, while providing
the greatest flexibility, imposes null bandwidth limitations and the greatest

weight, loss and complexity penalty. The lens, while providing comparable

performance to either of the other MBA types, has had a bandwidth limitation
I

(diapersion of the waveguide lens) or a weight penalty (dielectric lens) asso-
ciated with it. However, a technique for broadbanding (i.e., - 25% bandwidth)

the waveguide lens has recently been developed (35). In addition, the smaller

aperture required at EHF (e.g.,= 8-in. diameter lens for 61-beam MBA ac 44

GHz) may remove the weight restriction of a dielectric lens. The lens seems a

viable choice for MBA applications at EHF: the tradeoff between a broadband-

waveguide and a dielectric lens remains to be determined. Utilization of the
MBA capabilities at the EHF bands requires a broadband beam-forming network

(BEN) having the requisite performance characteristics. A recommended BFN
configuration would employ variable power dividers (VPDs) based on the DSCS-III

technology, and requires development.

D. Adaptive-Nulling Antennas

Adaptive-nulling antennas afford the opportunity for 30 dB or more suppres-

sion of jammer signals. They offer the potential for reducing terminals cost

and complexity against current jawming threats or mitigating future increased

jamming threats. The use of adaptive nulling antennas at EHF allows the prac-
tiral realizatin- of high resolution nulls capable of providing AJ protection

in tactical scenarios. This section briefly addresses the theoretical perfor-

mance and implementation issues associated with adaptive nulling.
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The primary performance characteristics of adaptive-nulling antennas are:

1. Degrees of freedom

2. Resolution

3. Jawmer suppression

4. Nulling bandwidth

The degrees of freedom are approximately equal to the number of weighted beams

and are dictated by the potential number of jammeis, Jammer locations and

desired jammer suppression. As these are primarily system deeign consider-

ations, the degrees of freedom required are not addressed herein. The primary

factors affecting rcsolution are:

1. Antenna aperture size

2. bandwidth

Fig. 5.12 presents the theoretical loss In satellite antenna gain to the user

for 40 dB suppression of a single jammer as a function of their angular sepa-

ration (AOI) normalized to the nulling antenna peak-to-first-null wid~h (T).

Note the difference in the loss in gain to the user depending upon whether the

nulling antenna is operating in an earth-coverage or spot-beam mode. In parti-

cular, for the spot-beam mode, the nu±ling of a jammer whose angular separaticn

is only 1/3 the nulling antenna beamwidth causes only a 5 dB reduction in user

signal and a net reduction in jammer signal of 35 dB. The need for high reso-

lution antennas, e.g., time-hopped-beam, in conjunction with adaptive nulling

is evident. Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 present similar theoretical results when the

Jammer separation is expressed'in miles on the Earth surface with nulling-

antenna aperture as a parameter, for elevation angles uf 90* and 200, respec-

tively. Table 5.3 summarizes the results for 100 A adaptive antenna (note that

a 100 A aperture at 30 and 44 GHz is of the order of 3 ft. and 2 ft., respec-

tively).
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TABLE 5.3

POTENTIAL RESOLUTION OF A 100 A
ADAPTIVE NULLING ANTENNA*

ELEVATION ANGLE (deg.)
PARAMETER

90 20

SPOT SIZE (MILES) 280 930

USER-JAMMER SEPARATION 120 50 380 150
(MILES)

USER LOSS IN GAIN (dB) 3 10 3 10

*40 dB cancellation
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The methodology for practically assessing adaptive-nulling performance is

more complex than the previous examples. The performance assessment must

include:

1. Number, location, EIRP and data rate of the users.

2. Number, location and EIRP of the jammers.

3. Tolerable Eb/(N0 + Jo).

4. Percent of FOV over which required Eb/(N0 + Jo) is achieved.

5. Operating bandwidth.

Such an assessment is beyond the scope of this report and must be addressed in

other studies. This report addresses the technology required for the imple-

mentation of adaptive-nulling antennas at EHF vhich take full advantage of the

wide available bandwidth and high potential resolution.

The implementation issues to be addressed at EHF are in regard to achieving

broadband nulling channels (i.e., compatible with the spread spectrum band-

widths) and the implementation of high resolution antennas. The broadband

nulling circuits* may be implemented either at EHF or at an intermediate (IF)

frequency. For direct weighting aud combining at EHF rather than at IF, the

outout po. s of the MBA or phased array are weighted and combined in a variable

power divider (VPD) as in the DSCS-III system. The combined signal is then

mixed to an IF frequency, probably at X-band, by a direct conversion mixer.

The advantage of EHF nulling circuits is that the entire 1 or 2 GH7 frequency-

hopping bandwidth is nulled, thereby avoiding the digital complexity of imple-

menting hop-by-hop adaption. An additional advantage of nulling the enti're

band is that the nulling circuitry is essentially transparent to the user's

signals, thus avoiding system interactions due to timing or transients. It

also allows the use of a single receiver rather than having a separate receiver

in each channel. The major potential disadvantages are the weight, insertion

loss and required matching of the components in the VPD, and the dimensional

tolerance problems of maintaining equal RF path lengths from each input port to

*F. W. Floyd, Internal Memorandum.
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the combiner output port, both in terms of fabrication and space environment.

Further investigation is required to assess these potential drawbacks. Alter-

natively, IF nulling circuits require separate downconverters on each channel.

After amplification and band-limiting at IF, the signals are weighted and then

cumbined in a VPD network. In order to null the entire spread bandwidth with a

single weight setting, the front-end mixers must be p.hase and amplituce

matched over the entire 1 or 2 GHz band. Mixer matching is an area of uncer-

tainty that needs to be explored as the degree of matching achieved determines

the attainable null depth.

The uncertainties associated with the implementation of high resolution

antennas at EUF are primarily associated with the generic type of antenna, the

number of feed elements and the coverage area requirements. The antenna

choice is between the phased ar==y and the MBA. For large aperture require-

ments, a filled array becomes too heavy end complex, while t.hinning the array

results in grating lobes. For the MBA, there are also weigiit and complexity

limitations associated with the number of beams generated. For tactical

applications requiring high resolution beams only within a restricted coverage

area, an appropriate size lens and modest feed array would suffice. However,

to vary the covezage area would require mechanical scanning of the lens

antenna. Alternatively, the use of a epace-fed array would provide electronic

scanning of the coverage area aad additional flexibility. Detailed antenna

studiec and development efforts are needed.

In summary, for the realization of the fall advaua-ages of adaptive nulling

antennas at EHF, it is essential ro:

1. Develop broadband adaptive-nulling channels capable of operating
over a 1 or 2 GHz bandwidth bot.& at EHY and IF frequencies.

•. Study and develop techniques for implementing high resolution EHF

antennas, e.g., filled or thinnederrays, space-fed arrays, lens antenna.
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5.4 Summary

A. Ground Segment

For the ground segment, antenna requirements will be satisfied by parabolic

reflector antennas. The impact of the bandwidth requirements and insartion loss

at EUF on antenna subsystem design, and the potential use of low-siielobe

antennas warrant further investigation. Specific areas warranting further study

* and development include:

1. Design of high-efficiency and tracking feeds, polarizers, diplexers,

* etc. for the EHF bands.

2. Development of low-loss, higher-order mode waveguide components for

all terminals, and beam-waveguide techniques for fixed terminals.

3. Study and development of sidelobe-reduction techniques including

special antenna feed and feed-support designs, offset-fed reflectors,

absorber tunnels, and adaptive sidelobe cancellation.

B. Space E gment

Advances in satellite antenna technology offer significant improvements

in communication ccracity and AJ protection, and potential reductions in term.-

nal size, cost and complexity. Operation at EHF allows the practical imple-

mentation of high resolution beams or nulls, and affords the opportunity to

take full advantage of advanced antenna technology. Particular antenna tech-

nology warranting further study and development incaldes:

1. For fixed-beam applications, tradeoff studies of the electrical and

mechanical characteristics between the phased-array and reflector antenna;

development and evaluation of spatial-power-combining arrays.

2. For time-hopped-beam antennas, development and evaluation of phased-

array and lens antennas, space-qualified phase shifters (ferrite and diode)

and ferrite switches; study of prime power tradeoffs as a function of

antenna, state-changing device and beam-switching rate and algorithm.
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3. For multiple-beam antennas, development of a broadband waveguide or

dielectric lens, and variable power dividers required for the beam-forming

network.

4. For adaptive-nulling antennas, development of adaptive-nulling

circuits capable of operating over a 1 or 2 GHz bandwidth at EHF or IF;

study and development of techniques for implementing high resolution EHF

antennas.
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VI. PROPAGATION EFFECTS

6.1 Background

Rain attenuation is one of the critical parameters affec:*ing the frequency

selection for future MILSATCOH systems operating above 8/7 GRz. Alternatively,

if the selection of operating frequency is driven by unique requirements such

as improved AJ or LPI performance, rain attenuation dictates the margin require-

ments and elevation angle restrictions ard impacts the system availability and

cost. Accurate estimates of rain attenuation on a global basis are indicated

to support such studies; it is the purpose of this section to provide these

estimates bas-3d on the current state-of-the-art in predictive models.

Attenuation due to the clear atmosphere, clouds, fog, sleet and snow are

first briefly examined and shown to be subordinate to the attenuation due to

rain. Next, the constituent parameters of rain attenuation models are examined

vis a vis the currently proposed CCIR model (36). Using this model as represen-

tative of the state-of-the-art in predictive techniques, extensive estimates of

rain attenuation are presented as a function of geographic location, availabil-

ity, frequency and elevation angle. The impact of rain attenuation on system

availability, site diversity and response tine is then briefly discussed.

Finally, recommended areas for further study are delineated.

6.2 Attenuation Due to Atmos~heric Absorption, Clouds, Fog. Snow, and Sleet

A. Atmospheric Absorption

Propagation through the clear atmosphere at frequencies above 10 GHz is

affected by molecular absorption due to oxygen and water vapor. The combined

attenuation due to these two components is shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.

Fig. 6.1 gives the one-way zenith attenuation values3 between the listed start

heights and the top of the atmosphere and nay be of interest for airborne ter-

minals. The relative effects of water vapor are shown in Fig. 6.2. The con-

tribution due to water vapor is for an assumed density of 7.5 gm/a , which is

typical of a moderately humid atmosphere (43 percent relative humidity at

20"C). Both the 0 percent and 100 percent dashed curves are fictitious but

serve to illustrate the bounds or water vapor absorption.
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Attenuation due to molecular absorption in the atmosphere is always -resent and

must be included in the computation of total path attenuation. Assuming a flat

earth, the atmospheric attenuation as a ftaiction of elevation ai:gle is given by

the zenith attenuation multiplied by the cosecant of the elevation angle. (The

cosecant relationship does not hold for elevation angles less than 100 due to

earth curvature and refraction effects.) Using the zenith attenuation versus

frequency curve of Fig. 6.2 for a moderately humid atmosphere, atmospheric

attenuation versus frequency and elevation angle are presented in Table 6.1.

These attenuation values represent the minimum margins that must be provided

regardless of availability requirements or use of site diversity. These "clear

sky" attenuations are also added to the rain attenuation values derived later.

B. Clouds and Fog

Whereas the drop sizes of rain (between 0.5 and 5 mm in diameter) make it

necesary to apply the Mie scatter theory to calculate the loss, the droplet

sizes in clouds and fog (between 10 and 100 •m in diameter) permit the use of

the Rayleigh approximation. Consequently, it is possible to express the atten-

uation due to clouds and fog in terms of the total water content per unit
(38)volume3. Thus the absorption within such a cloud or fog can be written as:

A - KZ M (dB/Km) (6.1)

cL

where A c- the absorption coefficient

K- t attenuation coefficient in dB/Kvi(g/m 3)-1

M - Aiquid water content in g/m3

Values of K are plotted in Fig. 6.3(39) foL the frequency range from 7 to 50 GHz

and for various temperatures. Given the liquid water content and vertical

extent cf clouds or fog, the zenith attenuation may be determined; for other

elevation angles > 100, the cosecant relationship may be applied.
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TABLE 6.1

ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION DUE TO OXYGEN AND WATER VAPOR

FRQ ATTENUATION (dB)

FREQ. (GHz)

ELEVATION ANGLE (deg)*

90 30 20 10

7 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3

20 0.25 0.5 0.8 1.4

30 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.1

40 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.7

45 0.6 1.2 1.8 3.5

50 1.8 3.6 5.3 10.4

*A(G) COSECANT (0) * A(90'), 0 > 100
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Mist and fog were studied by Ryde and Ryde( 3 8 ) and a relationship between

mean water content and visibility was developed. For example, for heavy fog
3

the visibility is 100 ft and M = 2.3 g/m . The height of a fog layer is typi-

cally only 200 m and, consequently, attenuation due to fog is a potential prob-

lem only for terrestrial communication paths.

For the purpose of discussion, clouds will be characterized according to

three types: liquid-water, fair weather and ice clouds. Liquid water clouds

may have liquid-water content of 1 to 2 g/m3 and a vertical exteat of 6 Km

which would extrapolate to zenith attenuation values in excess cf 10 dB at

frequencies above 30 GHz. However, the presence of liquid-water clouds such as

nimbostratus (steady rain) and cumulonimbus (thunderstorm) implies a rain envi-

ronment and are accounted for in the rain attenuation model. Fair weather
3

cumulus clouds have a liquid water content of - 0.2 gm/mr and an extent of

S1 Km corresponding to zenith attenuations of 0.1 to 0.5 dB from 20 to 50 GHz.

If one is concerned with minimum link margins neglecting rain attenuation, the

increase in path attenuation due to fair weather clouds must be added to the

attenuation due to atmospheric absorption. Ice clouds, due to the difference

in dielectric properties, give attenuations about two orders of magnitude

smaller than water clouds of the same water content (38) and may be ignored.

C. Snow and Sleet

Attenuation by dry snow and sleet is generally regligible due to the

relatively low dielectric constant of water in tne solid phase. Attenuation by

wet sleet aad melting snow is appreciable but has not been investigated because

of its relative rarity, at least at ground level. Melting snow is present in

the melting layer (just below the 0@C isotherm) at the top of rain region

(liquid water drops) but its contribution is small due to the rel~tively short

path lengths tirc-gh tne melting region.
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D. Summary

Zenith attenuation as a function of frequency for the various propagation

conditions is summarized in Table 6.2. (Rain attenuation estimates are also

included in Table 6.2 fur the purpose of comparison.), To determine the atten-

uation valus at other elevation angles, the cosecant relationship may be

applied to the respective heights given in the footnotes (rain attenuation is

excluded and will be discussed later). For considerations of the minimum

margin requirements excluding rain attenuation, the clear sky and fair weather

cloud attenuations must be added. As atmospheric absorption is evident all the

time and the probability occurrence of clouds is not defined, only the clear

sky attenuation Is Included later in the rain attenuation model. Finally, note

that even for light rain (2 mm/h), the rain attenuation values far exceed those

due to other phenomena, i.e., the rain attenuation is twice the combined

attenuations due to atmospheric absorptioni and fair weather clouds. The

rer-ainder of this section addresses rain attenuation modelling and estimates.

6.3 Fain Attenuation Estimal.ion Models

A. Perspective

The physics of rain scattering is well understood and the attenuation may

be computed for a given geometry and dist:ibution of raindrops. It is then

generally agreed upon that, given the temperature, shape, and size distribution

of raindrops along a path, the calculated attenuation would be in good agree-

ment with experimental observations. However, the estimation of rain attenu-

ation for satellite communication systems is dependent upon the knowledge -nd

modelling of the statistical properties of rain.

The estimation of 1ain attenuation on a global basis is by necessity a

statistical process. The constituent parameters of predictive models which

must be based on statistical averages include:

1. rain rate versus probability of occurrence, vlich is a spatial

and temporal average of available statistics for given geographic

regions.
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2. vertical extent of the rain which has a latitude, seasonal and

rain rate dependence.

3. raindrop shape and size distribution which is dependent on 4ain

rate and temperature.

4. rain rate distribution along the propagation path.

These comments are not meant to imply that meaningful predictions of rain

attenuation cannot be made, but rather that such estimates be made in the

proper perspective. As will be shown in the next section, the effect of apply-

ing these statistical -. zesses to global predictions is to incur large uncer-

tainty bounds on the resulting estimates. To realize the most representative

rain attenuation estimates it is then necessary to utilize the most accurate

rain statistics and attenuation prediction model.

The literature abounds with rain attenuation models which do not show

consistent agreement with widespread experimental observations. The i-nderlying

problem is the persistent disagreement between models assuming horizontally

homogeneo,,s rainfall and experimental results; the solution has been co derive

empirical path correction factors based on a specific set of attenuation obser-

vations. Such empirical corrections must be used with care when applied under

conditions other than those on which they are based. This section addresses

each of the constituent parameters of rain attenuation models described above

and. in particular, the nonhomogeneity of the rain xate.

B. Canonic Rain Attenuation Models

Attenuation due to rain is primarily dependent upon the following para-

meters;

1. Rain rate along the propagation path

"* raindrop size and shape

"* drop size distribution
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2, Length of the path

"• vertical extent of the rain

"* termiual-to-satellite elevation angle

3. Frequency of operation

Canonic rain attenuation models relate these parameters in the following form

b
A = L [k R 0 (dB) (6.2)

where A = path attenuation

L length of propagation path in Km

bk R P specific attenuation in dB/Km

R = point rainfall rate (mm/h) exceeded p percent of the time

k, b - frequency dependent coefficients based on raindrop character-

istics

The estimation of specific attenuation has received considerable attention.

Specific attenuation is typically computed using Mie scattering theory for

water spheres assuming a Laws and Parsons dropsize distribution, and theoret-

ical values are in good agreement with experimental observations. A comparison

of theoretical and measured values of the coefficients of specific attenuation

is shown in Fig. 6.4(26) . (A detailed tabulation of these coefficients showing

their dependence on temperature and as3umed dropsize distribution is given in

Ref. 40.) It is generally accepted that for a given rain rate an accurate

estimate may be mude of the specific attenuation from which the path attenu-

ation may be estimated for a given path length over which that rain rate

exists. The uncertainty in rain attenuation models is primarily associated

with the estimation of the rain rate statistics, both the surface point rain

rate distribution and the rain rate distribution along the path.
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C. Propagation Path Length

It is generally assumed that the rain rate is uniform from the surface to

the melting layer (0"C isotherm) where rapid conversion from water to ice

occurs. The specific attenuation is then assumed to be constant up to the

height of the melting layer (H) and zero above. There is some uncertainty

associated with the height of the melting layer. Specific values are available

for locations where weather radar data has been collected and typical results

are given in Fig. 6.5(26). Global estimates for melting layer heights as a

function. of latitude and season are included in the proposed CCI31 model to be

addressed in the next section. To determine the "ropagation path, the simplest

models assume a cosecant pathiength dependence, i.e., path length, L - Hcsc e,

for elevation angles. e >100 (see for example Refs. 41 and 42). Inherent in

the cosecant model is the assumption that the pata average rain rate is equal

to the surface point rain rate, i.e., that the rain rate is horizontally homo-

ge.eous. This canonic model of the earth-satellite path is shown in Fig. 6.6.

In contrast to this model, meteorological data shows that the path average rain

rate exceeaed for a specified percentage of time -.ay differ significantly from

the point rAin rate exceeded for the save percentage of time. This inhomogen-

eous rain rate distribution along the path is evident in rain attenuation

observations and has led to the concept of an effective path length (see for

example Refs. 43 and 44). This path length factor is typically derived from

measured rain attenuation by ase-ming constant specific attenuation along the

vath and that the ratio of measured to calculated rain attenuation (A) equals

the ratio of effective to physical path length, i.e., path length factor =

(easured /alculated . Fig 6.7 shows path length factors determined from

rain attenuation measurements (also included are the cosecant model and an

empirical model used in previously reported (26) estimates). Note the variation

in the empiticaily-determined path length factors for a given elevation angle,

. by a factor of two for elevation angles less than 60* and by a factor of

three for elevation angles less than 20; the variation in measured path atten-
uation is, of course, identical. The variations in effective path length as
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as determined from measured rain attenuation are due to the limited data base

(e.g., observation periods and elevation angles) and to the dependence on the

specific parameters of the experiments (e.g., climate region and frequency).

In the model described in Section 6.4, path length factors are determined from

measurements of the rain rate distribution along a path as a function of the

point rain rate and the length of the propagation path.

D. Rain Rate Statistics

Global estimates of rain attenuation, require, in addition to knowledge of

the coefficients of the specific attenuation and of the effective propagation

path, a global denfinition of rain climate regions and corresponding rain rate

distributions. In 1974, the CCIR(45) introduced five rain climate regions

(Fig. 6.8) and the surface point rain rate distribution for each climate region

(Fig. 6.9). This CCUR model represented the best data available when it was

developed. Since that time, the model has been revised as countries determined

that the model did not accurately represent their region. In a previous

report (26), rain attenuation estimates were generated using this CCIR model,

the coefficients of specific attenuation in Fig. 6.4, the melting layer heights

in Fig. 6.5 and the effective path length model in Fig. 6.7. Fig 6.10 shows

the comparison between predicted and observed attenuation values. Note that

the observed attenuation in Region 1 (heaviest rain) is a factor of 2 (Panama)

and 3 (Malaysia) greater than the prediction. The discrepancies arise from tile

fact that the observed rain rates in these areas are factors of two and three

larger than those predicted by the CCIR rain rate distributions.

E. Sumary

The determination of the coefficients of specific attenuation is well

understood and agreed upon. The primary discrepancies in rain attenuation

estimation models arise from the rain rate statistics and the nonhomogeneity of

the rain rate along the path. The shortcomings of most models include

1. Assumed homogeneous rain distribution along the path which leads

to large errors at low elevation angles Ce.g., factor of 3 at 20*).
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2. Effective path length factors derived from measured attenuation

which are unique to the specific experiment and not applicable to

global estimates.

3. CCIR rain rate distributions( 4 5 ) which underestimate the values

in the tropics ýy a factor of two or more.

The model described in the following section addresses these deficiencies.

6.4 Proposed Rain Attenuation Model

The rain attenuation modcl being proposed (36) was prepared by R. K. Crane

of Environmental Research and Technology, Inc. and submitted to the CCIR as US

Study Group Doe. P/lO5E, "Rain Attenuation Prediction", June 6, 1978. The

salient parameters of this model are presented in the following sections.

A. Rain Rate Climate Model

The new rain rate climate model addresses the inadequacies of the model in

CCIR Report 5631( . It is consistent with the latest climatological data,

i.e., annual precipitation data, number of thunderstorm days, latitude, general

topography, and data on the general circulation the atmosphere. This model

incorporates the rain rate distributions for -'i s which include administra-

tions who have formally amended the CCIR model -port 5631) and the rain rate

distributioDs presented by administrations who did not formally recommended

changes to the model. In addition, the new model more accurately represents

observed rain rate distributions for the tropical regions.

Fig. 6.11 presents the new global rain rate climate regions; Figs. 6.12

and 6.13 present expanded regional definitions for the United States and

Europe, respectively. Fig. 6.14 presents the rain climate regions for the

ocean areas. (This is not part of the model but was prepared for t1-is report.)

The rain rate distribution functions for each climate region are presented

in Fig. 6.15; selected raii rate distribution values are presented in Table

6.3. The rain climate regions were defined (within obvious constraints) so

that the rain rate distributions for adjacent regions bound the possible
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TABLE 6.3

RAIN RATE DISTRIBUTION VALUES (NM/H)

PERCENT RAIN RATE CLIMATE REGIONS

OF YEAR A EJ c D fE F KG HI-, I • --ý . ... i I= T 2;•••
0.001 28 54 80 102 164 66 129 231
0.002 24 40 62 86 , 144 51 1109 220

8- 6- 1-t 1
0.005 19 26 41 64 117 34 85 178

0. 01 215 I i 28 49 96 23 57 147

0.02 12 14 18 35 77 14 I 51 115

0.o5 8.0 9.5 I1i 22 52 5.i0 33 77

0.1 5.5 6.5 7.2 15 35 55 22 51

0.2 4.0 4.8 4.8 9.5 21 I 3.8 14 31

0.5 2.5 ý.G 2.8 1 5.2 .3 I 2.4 7.0 13

"20 I:L - : -- * ___1.0 1.7 1..9 3.0 4.0 1.7 4.0 6.4

2,0 . 1.4 1A0 1.8 2.0 I 1.1 16 2.8
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variation of the distribution for a region, either in time (at a point) or in

space (within the region). The distributions of the adjacent regions can then

be used to provide bounds on the rain attenuation estimates for a given region

due to the point-to-point and year-to-year variation from the observed annual

distribution functions.

B. Effec;Live Path Length

The attenuation prediction model also includes a refinement of the tech-

niques that have been previously employed for the estimation of the path

averaged rain rate or effective path average factor. The problem lies in the

fact that the path average rain rate exceeded for a specified percentage of the

time may differ significantly from the surface point rain rate exceeded for the

same percentage of the time. The solution applied in previous models has been

to empirically derive an effective path length factor based on a set of observed

attenuation values. The proposed model addresses the spatial distribution of

the rain rate and uses observations from rain gauge networks to provide a basis

for a point-to-path average rain rate model. Observations for a 10 Km path are

shown in Fig 6.16; the dependence of the modelled effective path average

factor on rain rate is evident. Fig. 6.17 shows the effective path average

factor for different path lengths. From this figure it is evident that for

light surface point rain rates, the rain rate along the path will include more

intense rain cells whose probability of occurrence increases with increasing

path length (decreasing elivation angle); for heavy surface point rain rates,

the converse is true. A power law approximation was applied to the effective

path average factors shown in Fig. 6.17 leading to a model of the effective

path average factor which may be expressed as

r = .y(D) R -6(D) (6.3)P

where R is the point rainfall rate (-=u/h) exceeded p percent of the time, and

D is th. aurfac. projection of the propagation ppth. The model curves for y(D)

and 6(D) are given in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19, respectively. If D exceeds 22.5 Km,
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a D of 22.5 Km is used for the calculation of the cffective path average
factor and the occurence probabilities are multiplied by D/D0, i.e., it is

assumed that the occurrence of rain wtth rates in excess of 1 mm/h are inde-

pendLnt over diqtances larger than 22.5 Km.

C. Attenuation Prediction Model

The improved rain rate statistics and refined path average factor of the

previous sections are now applied to the attenuation prediction model for

Earthspace paths as follows:

A = H cscO * a(F) * y(D) * R [8(F)-y(D)] (dB (6.4)P

where H - height of the melting layer (O°C isotherm)

0 - elevation angle (> 10*)

c(F), 8(F) = frequency dependent coefficients used to estimate specific atten-
uation for a given rain rate

D = H cot 0 (Km) = surface projection of the propagation path
(D <22.5 Kin)

R = point rainfall rate (um/h) exceeded p percent of the timep

The height of the 0°C isotherm depends upon latitude and season as shown

in lig. 6.20. This figure is derived from zonally averaged temperature data

and for all weather conditions. As rain does not occur uniformly during the

year but has marked seasonal dependence, the OC isotherm height models (solid

lines in Fig. 6.20) have been appropriately weighted. The height, H, to be

used for the slant path attenuation estimate is obtained from Fig. 6.20 for the

latitude and rain rate climate region of the Earth terminal. The coefficiento

of the specific attenuation a(F) and S(F) are presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22,

respectively.

The procedure ior estimating the rain attenuation for a particular site or

area of interest may be stmmarized as follows:
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Fig. 6.20. Latitude dependence of zonally averaged 0°C isotherm height.
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1. Select rain rate climate region from Figs. 6.11, 6.12, 6.13

ir 6.14.

2. Estimation of path length

Estimate height of the melting layer, H, for the rain

climate region and latitude from Fig. 6.20.

Compute the projection of the propagation path onto the

surface, D, for the elevation angle(s), of interest and

melting height by

D = H cot 0, forO 10* and D <22.5 Km.

3. Estimate the coefficients of the path average factor, y(D) and

6(D) from Figs. 6.18 2nd 6.19.

4. Estimate the coefficients of specific attenuation, a(F) and

8(I), from Figs. 6.21 and 6.22 for the frequency of interest.

5. Obtain the point rainfall rate values versus exceedence proba-

bility, Rp, for the rain climate region from Fig. 6.15 or Table 6.3.

6. Evaluate Eq. 6.4.

D. Comparison With Experiment

Fig. 6.23 ;cesents a comparison between 3 years of sate. ite observations

(ATS-5) and the model predictions. Note the year-to-year vaLiation in the

annual attenuation distribution curves and note that these observations are

contained within the bounds of the model estimates (obtaindd from the rainfall

rate statistics of the adjacent regions). Table 6.4 provides a comparison
between the reported attenuation values for a number of satellite observations

and the model estimates. It should be noted that the satellite obsc.rvations

are represented by a small number of samples which will lead to large varia-

tions in the observations about the true value. This limited data base is an

inherent problem in the verification of rain attenuation models and the short-

coming in the development of such models from observations of rain attenuation.
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E. Summary

The proposel a.:tenuat.lon model provides a technique for global estimates

of rain attenuation. The salient features of this model are

1. New climati! region definitions more accurately estimate the rain-

fall rates particulaily in the tropical regions.

2. Atanuaticin prediction model (path average fILctor) fits measured

data utcre accurately.

The large bounds on the attenuation estimates are inherenc in the spatial and

temporal averaging of :he rain rate statistics. Where accurate rain rate

statistics are available for specific areas, these sh.ati,3tics may be used with

the attenuation prediction model to provide more defLnftive estimates. The

following section uses the proposed climate region r:adel. to determine global

estimates of the rain± attenuation.

6.5 Global Rain Attenuation Estimates

This section presents global estimates of rain attenuation as a function

of climate region, elevation angle, frequency and path availability. The rain

rate probability of occurrence has been translated inro path availability,

i.e., percent•age time when the computed attenuation talues are less than the

value presented. 1hus the data shows the estimated *.plink or downlink margin

requirements which must be provided to realize a specified percentage path

availability. A f,:w co- ents regarding the data being presented:

1. The attenuation estimates include oxygen and water vapor absorp-

tion (Table 6.1) in addition to rain attenuation.

2. For those cases (tropical regions and 10 elevation angle) where

the surface projection of the propgation path (D) exceeded 22.5 Kin,

the occurrence probabilities were not ae.'-usted according to the

model. In the worst case the reductio., in occurrence probability

is 20% (e.g., from 99.9% to 99.88% av-.ilability).
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3. No estimates of the bounds on the attenuation values are

presented; the proposed method of estimating these bounds has been

discussed and examplea given.

Table 6.5 presents a summary of the total path attenuation (atmospheric

plus rain) for the eight rain climate regions for selected elevation angles,

frequencies and availabilities. Appendix A presents, for each climate region,

graphs of: attenuation versus path availability with frequency as a parameter

for elevation angles of 10%, 200 and 90* (Figs. Al-A24); attenuation versus

elevation angle with path availability as a parameter for frequencies of 20,

30, 40, and 45 GHz (Figs. A25-A56); attenuation versus frequency with path

availability as a parameter for elevation angles of 10, 200 and 900 (Figs.

A57-A80).

The data of path availability versus margin requirement provide a basis

for frequency selection and general system characterization but should not be

considered as a definitive basis for system design. Related Lssues such as

system availability, site diversity and response time must be addressed and are

discussed in the next section.

6.6 Availability Considerations

A. System Availability

The preceding section prieented the margins required to overcome rain and

atmospheric attenuation for a given path availability. However, the system

availability as seen by the end-to-end user is

As - A(TT) A(L• ) • A(S) •A(LD) -A(T•R) (6.4)

where AS - system availability
A(TT), A(TR) - availabilities of the transmitting and receiving term:nals,

respectively

A(S) - satellite a;silability

A(LN), A(LD) - availabilities of the uplinL and downlink paths, respectively
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For the satellite it will be assumed, that the use of highly reliable com-

ponents, redundant subsystems and an on-orbit spare assure its operation, i.e.,

A(S) = 1.

The terminal availability may be expressed as

A MTBF (6.5)
(T) MTBF + HTTR

where MTBF = mean-time-between-failure

MTTR = mean-time-to-repair

The MTBF of the terminal components is of course a t=adeoff between cost and

reliability. The MTTR is dependent on the supply of replacement parts and the

accessibility of the equipment, and varies significantly with the type of

terminal. For this discussion it is assumed that the terminal availability is

identical for transmitting and receiving, i.e., duplex communications is

required (even if the terminal requires only report-back capability, downlink

reception may be required for satellite acquisition and frequency and timing

corrections).

As regards the path availability, the uplink EIRP and concomitant path

availability may be driven by considerations of Jamming threats and may be

higher than the downlink path availability. Alternatively, the downlink path

availabil fty requirement may be more stringent than the. uplink if loss of the

downlink signal would incur unacceptable delays due to reacquisition of a

pseudonoise code sequence. The assessment of these faccors on the path avail-

ability requirements is beyond the scope of this report. For the purpose of

discussion, the uplink and downlink psth availabilities are assumed to be

equal. Under these assumptions, the system availability can be expressed as

As ( A2(T) A2(L) (6,6)
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where A(T) = A(TT) = A(TR)

A(L) = A(L) = A(Y) and it is assumed that A(S) 1.

Eq. 6.6 is plotted in Fig. 6.24. If it is assumed that A(T) = A(L), the rapid

increase in their required availability with increasing system availability is

evident, e.g., for A(S) = 90%, A(T) = A(L) = 97.4%. Note also that increasing

A(T) or A(L) beyond this balanced condition incurs an extreme increase in the

availability requirement of A(T) or A(L) for a modest increase in system avail-

ability. In the limit, if A(T) or A(L) is assumed to be unity, the system

percentage outage is reduced by a factor of two from the balanced case. The

point being made is that to a first order the terminal availability determines

the system availablity, if the corresponding path availability margin is

achievable. Increases in system availability beyoud this point must be weighed

against the cost of increasing P(T) or P(L). As regards the latter, increasing

the downlink path availability for mobile terminals would require increasing

the terminal antenna size with concomitant increases in the required tracking

accuracy, radome, weight and cost (decreasing receiver noise temperature would

be less ef~ective due to the noise contribution of the rain). Increasing the

uplink path availability for mobile terminals will require increasing the

antenna size and/or the transmitter power (increasing the prima power require-

rent and decreasing the reliability of the transmitter). For the fixed ter-

minals, site diversity may be a viable alternative and is addresbed later.

Table 6.6 presents required path availability as a function cf system

availability with terminal availability as a parameter. System availabilities

of 95%, 99%, and 99.92 are assumed to be the nominal requirements for the Navy,

.GMF and wideband (WB) trunking communities, respectively. Note that, in order

to achieve high system availability, both the terminal availability and the

path availability must be high. Table 6.7 presents the required path margin as

a function of path availability with frequency and climate region as parameters

for an assumed elevation angle of 20%. Note the rapid increase in required

poth margin for path availabilities > 99%. For the fixed terminals, such path
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availabilities may be achieved by utilizing site diversity; for the mobile

community, the duration of these high attenuation, low-probability-of-occurrence

outages and their impact on communications must be considered. These factors

are addressed in the following sections.

B. Site Diversity

It was shown in the previous section that the path margins required for a

system availability of 99.9% may be impractical to implement in a single fixed

terminal. Site diversity, the use of two or more geographically separated

ground terminals, may provide a technique to substantially reduce these margin

requirements. A dual diversity* system which employs two transmitting terminals

and two receiving terminals, with each pair of terminals ideally separated so

that the rain rate statistics at the individual terminal sites are uncorrelated,

has a system availability which can be expressed as

D =As ASTT) A(LU) A(TR A(LD [2 A(TRN A(LD)] [2 A(TT) AMU)I

(6.7)

If it is assumed that the availabilities of the termi.nals for transmitting and

receiving are equal and that the path availabilities for the uplink and down-

link are also equal, Eq. 6.7 may be expressed as

D 2 A2 6)
AS = (T) A (L) • [2-A(T) A(L)] 2  

(6.8)

Table 6.8 lists the required individual path availabilities for this type of

diversity system. The reduction in the required path and terminal availabil-

ities is obvious, in ,,articular, a system availability requirement of 99.9%

may be satisfied with path and terminal availabilities of 99%. This analysis

is of course idealistic and the implementation of such a system may be unreal-

istic in terms of cost and complexity. For the wideband trunkfag between

CONUS and Europe, the traffic is not symmetrical and a detailed system study

*Dual diversity may be required to reduce the terminal outages as well as
path outages.
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is required to assess the need for diversity on a link-by-link basis. Pre-

liminary study of the downlin. traffic to CONUS indicates that the use of dual

diversity may be required o,. this link. The uplink data rate from CONUS to

Europe may be two orders of magnitude less than the downlink. The uplink

margins may afford adequate availability without diversity (some delays in

transmission may have to be tolerated). If uplink diversity from CONUS is

required, the ojiratLonal considerations such as switchover, buffering, inter-

site linking, etc., should be studied. For the terminals located i Europe, a

link-by-link analycis if the data rates, rain rate and attenuation statistics

and tolerance to delays must be conducted. For the purpose of discussion, it

is assumed that dual diversity reception will be required on the East Coast and

is discussed next.

The design of a path diversity system is primarily determined by the

spatial characteristics of the .ain cells. For given meteorological condi-

tions, the performace of a diversity system will depend on the separation

between the ground terminals, the orientz.tion of the baseline between them and

the azimuth and elevation angles of tht dropagacrin path. The level of diver-

sity improvement achieved depends upon the size and spacing of the rain cells.

Heavy rain is associated with small convective cells having diameters of the

order of 3 Km and typical spacings of 7 to 10 Km. Propagation paths spaced or

the orde- of 10 to 20 Km apart generally show some diversity improvement, as

it is raze for the two closest cells to simultan3ously intercept the two

propagation paths. These intense cells contribute to the attenuation values to

be expected 0.01 percent of the year or less. For the nearly statistically

horizontally homogeneous rainfall that occurs in the 0.1 to 0.5 percent range,

less improvement is possible from diversity, as only the random fluctuations in

the widespread regions of rain contribute to the diversity action. For wide-

spread rain, diversity improvement may still be achieved by using terminal

separations of many tens of kilometers but the attractiveness of site diversity

is substantially reduced.
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Earth-space path diversity studies have been performed at 16 GHz using

radiometers (4( 47, 48) and more recently at 20 and 30 GHz using the AIS-6
(49, 5u)satellite Using the data cotained at 16 GHz in New Jersey for an

elevation angle of 300, diversity improvements of a factor if 2.5 in attenua-

tion were obtaired at 0.1 percent of the year for separations in excess of

11 Km. Substantial reductions in the total time a given level of attenuation

was exceeded were observed, e.g., at 10 eB attenuation, reductions of a factor

of 5C to 100 were observed at 0.1 percent. However, the experimenters caution

that relatively few events .ompriae the tails of the attenuation distribution

and more data are needed to substantiate the level of improvements. The data

obtained at 30 GHz in Texas for an elevation angle of 55' shows a reduction in

probability of exceedance from 0.1 percent to 0.01 percent at 15 dB at.enuation

with a diversity separation of 11 Km. Due to the dependence of the diversity

impruvement on local climatology, it is not possible to accurately extrapolate

from other observations to another region. However, radar measurements have

permitted mapping of rain cells, which coupled with local rain rate statistics,

allow for the calculation of expected single-path attenuation and diversity

improvement. Hence for areas where climatological and meteorological data are

available, the diversity improvement can be estimated as a function of sepa-

ration distance, aaseline orientation, elevation angle and frequency.

C. Response Time

The application of site diversity, while a viable teclmique for achieving

higher availability for fixed terminals, is not relevant for mobile terminals.

There are, however, other factors which must be considered in determining the

system availability for the mobile community. For terminale which communicate

infrequently (duty factor<1), the assumption that the statistics of the path

availability and the need to communicate are incorrelated results in a reduc-

tion in the average link outage time proportional to the duty factor. The
"effective" system availability is proportionately increased. Of more signif-

icane'e for these terminals is the impact of short delays in their ability to

communicate due to infrequent (leas than 1% of the tirt-:) heavy rainfall, and is

discussed next.
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It is beyond the scope of thi3 report to assess the magnitude of the

delays and blockages that the military community is experiencing with current

MILSATCOM systems. Fig. 6.25(51) presents a -ample of data for traffic via the

TACSkT satellite from various locations; mostly from the U. S. mainland to a

ship in the Pacific. The cumulative delay times shown represent the interval

between the assignment of a date/time group at the sender's communications

center and the arrival of the message at the cummunications center on board

ship; the delays do not include message handling times outsice the communica-

tions centers. The curves are for an average day during several months of

operation. Note that the median delay for flash traffic, the highest prece-

dence, is on the order of 20 minutes (for routine or priority traffic the

median delay is in excess of 3 hours). It appears reasonable to assume that

delays of a few minutes due to rain attenuation would be tolerable in such

systems. One may speculate that operation at EHF with a significant increase

in the number of available circuics and/or improvements in system operation*

may reduce the delay time, even when delays due to rain attenuation are inclu-

ded. It remains to determine the duration of the periods of heavy rain.

Previous discussions of path availability have not addressed the distri-

bution of the outages throughout the year; Table 6.9 presents average outages

versus path availability. The distribution of the outage will have different

impacts on the system, e.g., for a path availability of 99.9%, the theoretical

extreme ,:ould consist of either a consecutive 9-hour outage per year or a

4-second o;:tage every hcur of the year. High path availabilities (>99%)

in fact corre ?ond to heavy rain~all having extents of a few kilometers and

du ations of a few minutes. Fig. 6.2C presents histograms of fades greater

than 5 and 10 dB at 19 and 37 GHz 5 2 ). Note that fades of 5 dB at 19 GHz and

10 dB at 3? GHz have durations in excess of 30 minutes. Minimum rain margins

of thi' oider must be provided to prevent such delays. Fig. 6.27 presents fade
(53)duration histograms at 30 GHz from ATS-6 observations . Note the wide fade

duration distribution for fades >,5 dB which are charact',rist~c of widespread

*For example, it is reported(51) that the time 'o correct uplink power imbalances
ranges frcm a few minutes to several hours; tae use of on-board satellite pro-
cessing would eliminate these de'ays.
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TABLE 6.9

AVERAGE OUTAGES VERSUS PATH AVAILABILITY

PATH .,:'T".4E OUTAGE PER

AVAILA1 IL1TY (%) YEAR MONTH WEEK DAY

99.99 1 hr 4 mrey 1 min 9 &ec

99.9 9 hrs 44 min 10 min 86 sec

99.5 44 hro 4 hrs 50 min 7 min

99 88 hrs 7 hrs 100 min 14 min

95 438 hrs 36 hrs 8 hrs 72 mi
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rain. Note the drastic decrease in the fade duration characteristics for fades

> 15 dB which are characteristic of periods of high intensity rainfall. At

the 15 dB level, one 8-minute fade was observed; for levels > 20 dB no fades
exceeded 3 minutes. Fig. 6.28 presents fade duration histograms from ATS-6

observations( 54 ) at 18 Gllz. Note that in these resilts, no fades of greater

than 4 minutes duratior. were observed durlug the 1299 hiours of observation.

Note also that fades >20 had durations less than 2 minutes.

In summary, the data presented indica-es that the duration of large fades

at EHF (> 20 dB) due to raiu attenuation may be only a few minutes. However,

the observations are Zor fairly limited time pericds and for only two geo-

graphic locations. A model is required which relates rain rate to the extent

and velocity of the rain cells. From such a model, fade duration distributions

may be generated for th? frequencies of interest. It would then remain for the

potential user communities to ass3ess the impact of 3uch communication delays on

their system requirements. It is evident that tolerance of some delay in

response time will afford a substantial increase in "effective" availability.

The alternative of improving system availability by substantially increasing

the required link margins will strongly influence the system cost and

complexity.

6.7 Summary

A. Rain Attenuation Estimates

The rain climate model and attenuation prediction model presented in

Section 6.4 are representative of the current state-of-the-art in global rain

attenuation estimates. It is recommended that the rain attenuation estimates

derived from these models be utilized as a basis for frequency selection,

assessment of system availability, and the determination of general system

parameters.

The large uncertairty bounds cn the attenuatiun estimates are inherent in

the statistica] averaging processes, in particular, the temporal and spatial

averaging of the rain rate 3tatistics over large gecgraphic regions. For



specific areas where long term (> 10 years) rain rate statistics are avail-

able, refined estimates of rain ancauation may be obtained by applying these

statistics to the attenuation prediction model. The definition of smaller rain

rate climate regions (R. K. Crane is presently subdividing the current climate

regions) will re,?uce the bounds on the attenuation estimates -ithin these

subregions; su,'h impruvements should be incorporated in the model.

Improved attenuation estimation models should be based on further obser-

vations of rain rate distributions along the propagation path, not on observa-

tions of rain attenuation. As regards the latter, such models are typically

derived from a limited data base, may not provide representative estimates for

the region of observation, and will not be applicable to attenuation predic-

tions for other frequencies and regions.

In regard to future rain attenuation observations at EHF, a voluminous

amount of data will be required before it will provide a basis for refined rain

attenuation estimates. In the near term, as observed rain rate and attenuation

statistics become available (e.g., Japanese experience with CS), the measured

data should be compared with the current predictive model to see if it falls

within the estimated bounds. Only in the far term, as the data base expands

and attenuation statistics become stationary, may the validity of the current

or future rair attenuation estimatiov models be assessed.

B. Availability Considerations

The factors affecting end-user to end-user availability of a MILSATCOM

system include, in addition to equipment and path availabilities, the type of

transmission, acceptable bit error rates, use of error-correcting codes, type

of satellite processing, non-propagation margina and tolerance to delays. In

regard to Lhe latter, such factors as saturation, switching time, processing,

handling, decision making, and power, frequency and timing corrections ale

among the contributors to delays. The impact of future improvemeents, in parti-

cular on-board satellite processing on mitigating these delays i. an important

consideration. The determination or system availabiiity requires analysis of



each of the above parameters, is beyond the scope of thie report, and requires

further study. A detailed study should be undertaken wvich is dir-:.cted toward

the collection and analysis of data on outages and delays which, coupled with

EHF architectural considerations, will pro';ide the tradeoffs between system

availability and system cost and complexity. Based on the constrained system

availability analysis presented in this section, path availability studies are

required to support such systems analysis and specific recommendations are

presented next.

For the wideband trunking community some path diversity will be required

to achieve a system availability of 99.9%. The number of terminals within the

network requiring diversity and the possible requirement for uplink as well as

downlink diversity must be determined from a link-by-link analysis. Space-

earth path diversity studies have shown its potential for substantially

decreasing the margin requirements for a given probability of occurrence (or

decreasing the outage time for a given margin); the diversity improvement

realized is dependent on site specific factors. Where climatological and

meteorological data is available, the design and evaluation of a dual diversity

system can be performed before committing any expenditure for its implement-

ation; such a study should be undertaken. Although site diversity is normally

considered to be a receive technique, there is no fundamental reason which

precludes transmit diversity. If uplink diversity is required, operational

considerations such as buffering, switchover, intersite linking and delays and

interruptions should be studied. The following is a aummary of recommendations

for further study in regard to system availability considerations for the

wideba"d trunking community:

1. Link-by-link analysis of the data rates, rain rate and attenu-

tion statistics and tolerance to delays; p "ametric study cf the

trade-offs between terminal design, satellite design (e.g., on-board

processing or TDIA, rand path diversity requirements for each l.nk to

achlew the requtred system availability.



2. Analysis and evaluation of a dual diversity system for the down

link to CONUS based cn available climatological and meteorological

data; design and cost analysis of candidate system.

3. Design and cost analysis of providing uplink divrsity including

buffering, switchover, intersite linking and the impact of delays.

For the mobile community, link margin requirements must be determined from

global estimates of rain attenuation with their inherently large uncertainty

bounds. Achieving high path availability via more robust terminal designs will

strongly impact the system cost and ccmIpcty. The unresolveC factors which

impact path availability requirements are concerned with response tine; i.e.,

the tolerance of some delay in response time will afford a substantial increase

in "effective" availability. The specific factors to be assessed include the

magnitude of the delays experienced in current MILSATCOM systems, the duration

and distribution of anticipated delays at EHF due to intense rain, and the

potential reduction in delays with system imp:ovements. More data are required

on the factors affecting delays in day-to-day operations between MILSATCOM ter-

minals to place the delays due to high rain fades at EHF in proper perspective.

A L.odel is required which estimates the fade duration distributions for the

frequencies of interest. Finally, the system design issues which impact poten-

tial improvements must be addressed, e.g., the use of on-board satellite

processing would eliminate delays due to uplink power balancing. These recom-

mendatIons tor further :-tudy in regard tc system availability conside-ations

for the mobile community are summarized below.

1. For each potential user community, assessment of the factots

affecting end-user-to-end-user delays and their magnitude, including

blockages, saturation, switching time, processing, handling, decision

making, etc.

2. Development of a ncCel, relating rain rate to the extent and

.'Iocity of rain cells, from whiich fade duration dihtributions

may be estiLated for the frequ-acies and pa*h availabilities of



3. Design studies which assess potential improvements in system

operation to provide reduced outage time, e.g., on-boare satellite

processing and TDMA.
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VII. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT/STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Overview

The orderly transition of potential MILSATCOM users to EHF will obviously

require the timely availability of the necessary technology. Although a tech-

nology base exists at EUF, commercially available equipment is essentially

nonexistent. However. among the technologies potentially applicable to EHF are

opportunities for pr-viding further improvements 4n performance, smaller

simpler mobile terminals, and more cost-effective terminals. Consequently, a

vigorous R&D program will be required with extensive long-term planning,

coordination and integration within the DoD community. The following is a

summary of those factors relevant to the implementation of the required R&D

programs and ultimate realization of the necessary technology:

1. A technology base exists from which th.. technology necessary to

support future EHF MILSATCOMs can evolve. However, there Is not currently

available an adequate commercial or product..- se at EHF )rovide the

nece-sary support. R&D programs ia all the L._ r componex. .Ld subsystem

areas are required.

2. In the author's opinion, commercial interest, adequate to support

R&D in the EHF bands, will nit materialize in the next decade. Rather,

increasing commercial capacity requirements for COMSAT systems will be

satisfied la the 14/11 GHz bands via extensive frequency reuse. Conse-

quently, the PoD must be the primary sotirce of funding* for EHF technology

development above this oand.

-. The pl.-nned evolLicn of MiLSATCOMs to EHF over the next decade

affords opportunitie- for -he development of improve-' system .esigns and

efficient, reliable, cost-effective technology. Tit implementation of

or-board signal ?roiess-ng, and =ulti.le-beam, adaptije-nuiling and time-

hopped-bea= *renazs offers the potential for reducing terminal size,

'C':rren: s--�-� ASA, nar:icularly the 30/20 Gdz Frogram at LRC, may lead
:"F -ir• xre 'ettt Irtrec:s. Sheuld such events occur, close cocr-

::..&:._. c : 5.. -.- .o!,er .nent agencies is obviously indicated.



complexity and cost. In the component area, solid state devices may

provide higher-reliability, lower-cost replacements for current thermionic

devices.

4. The need for a concerted, leng range EHF technology development

program within the DoD is evident. Such a program plan should include

among its objectives the delineation, coordination and continuation of the

necessary technology development efforts to insure the timely availa-

bility of the i.echnology necessary to support future EHF MILSATCOM systems.

There are two major issues which impact the definition of long term tech-

nology development programs and which must be addressed with urgency. The

major issue is, of course, the essential system studies addressing the orbital

considerations, multiple-access and modulation techniques, on-board processors

and antenna nulling. These factors obviously impact the space and ground

segment complexity and hence the concomitant technology requirements. Oii-going

DCA/MSO efforts are directed toward such studies. A secondary issue is the

role of rain attenuation on EHv system design as it impacts orbital cr'idera-

tions and terminal design. The technology recommendations which follow,

altho'igh primarily directed toward hardware developments, include proposed

studiee regarding the impact of rain attenuation and are a necessary adjunct to

the current system studies.

As regards the recommendations for hardware development, there are few if

any technological limits imposed in the strawman subsystem requirements at EHF.

However, there are technology boundaries whereby achieving a given performance

level requires a more complex and costly technology. A cost versus performance

study is required in these areas.

The technology recommendations are divided into near term (3-5 years) and

far term (6-10 years). The near-term recommendations are primarily directed

toward supporting a 30/20 GHz capability for the wideband data relay and GMF

users, initiating development of 44/40 GHz technology, and incorporating rele-

vant studies into the system design efforts. The far-term recommendations
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are directed toward improved 30/20 GHz subsystems, the realization of 44/40 GHz

subsystems, and the implementation of advanced system techniques.

Nine specific areas are delineated as necessary technology development

and/or study efforts in support of EHF MILSATCOM systems:

1. Low-noise receivers

2. TW'r power amplifiers

3. Solid-state power amplifiers

4. Antenna surface accuracy

5. Antenna tracking accuracy

6. Radomes

7. Ground-segment antennas

8. Space-segment antennas

9. Rain attenuation factors

7.2 Low-Noise Receivers

Low-noise receiver requirements may be readily satisfied by currently

available devices, i.e., mixer/IF amplifiers for the space segment and thermo-

electrically-cooled (TOP = -40°C) or thermoelectrically-stabilized (Top = 40 0 C)

paramps for the fixed and mobile terminals, respectively. However, the devel-

opment of low-noise FET amplifiers is indicated as a more reliable, coet-effec-

tive alternative ard, in addition, will provide lower noise rcceivers for the

space segment. For the near term, devices of particular interest include:

a. Low-noise FET amplifier (0.5 Umi) with a 1 GHz bandwidth and a 3 dB

iLoise figure operating at 20 GHz for the ground segment.

b. Space-qualified, low-noise FET amplifier (0.5 pm) with a 1 GHz band-

width and a 5 dB noise figure operating at 30 CHz.

c. Low-noise FET amplifier (0.25 Um) with a 1 GHz bandwidth and a 6 dB

noise figure operating at 40 CMz for the groxmd segment.
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d. Should a requirement for extremely low-noise receivers (i.e., < 100*K)

arise for the fixed terminals, cryogenically-cooled FET amplifiers should

be investigated as an alternative to paramps.

In the far term, continued development of low-noise FETs (0.25 um) should

result in amplifier noise figures which cre better than current TE-cooled

paramps at 30/20 GHz and significantly improved at 44/40 GHz. Far term goals

include:

a. Low-noise IET amplif:ers with 1 GHz bandwidth, and 2 dB noise figure

at 20 GHz and 3.5 dB noise figure at 40 GHz.

b. Space-qualified, low-noisr FET amplifiers with 2.5 dB noise figure

at 30 GHz and 4 dB noise figure at 44 GI1z.

7.3 TWT Power Amplifiers

TWTA technology is relatively mature and the theory of operation well

understood. However, TWTA requirements at EHF represent the most significant

area of hardware development, particularly for the space segment.

A. Ground Segment

For the near term, the TWTA technology base appears adequate to support

the initial implementation .en demonstration of EHF MILSATCOM capabilities.

For the mobile terminals, the projected capabilities of liquid-cooled, PPM-

focused TWTAs appear adequate; the development of the required tubes remains

to be undertaken For vehicular terminals reitricted to air-cooled TWTAs,

the projected output power is approximately one-half that of liquid-cooled

tubes; further studies of terminal parameters will be required if these power

levels prove to be restrictive. For the large fixed terminals, neac-term

capabilities are of the order of a few kW. Potential TWTA capabilities for
the near tcVrm include:

a. Air-cooled, PPM-focused TWTA capabilities:

(limit of current technolegy)

500 W at 30 GHz (1 GHz bandwidth)

250 W at 44 GHz (2 GHz bandwidth)
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b. Liquid-cooled, PPM-focused IWTA capabilities:

(limit of cur-rent technology)

1 kW at 30 GHz

500 W at 44 GHz

c. Liquid-cooled, solenoid-focuced TWTA capabilities:
(requires substantial development)

2 kW at 30 GHz

1 kW at 44 GHz

For the far term the potential TWTA requirements are assumed to be for higher

CW power levels for the fixed terminals and for average-power-limited tubes

for TDMA operation. For the large, fixed terminals, projected capabilities

for CW output power range from 10 to 100 kW. However, the cost and develop-

ment effort associated with the required technology must be assessed vis A

vis alternative methods of provicing i,:creased capacity (narrow, time-hopped

beams), increased path availability (site diversity) or increased AJ protec-

tiun (antenna nulling) Proijcted far term TW'FA capabilities and required

technology include:

a. 10 kW solenoid-focused TWTA operating at 30 GHz (requires significant

development).

b. 100 kW gyrotron operating at 30 GHz vith 40% efficiency (potential

average-power-limited tube).

c. Average-power-limited TWTAs for the mobile iisers for TDRA operation,

e.g., 5-kW peak power outrut (10% duty cycle).

B. Space Segment

TWTAs have played a dominant role in space communications and, for high

power requiremeats at EHF, will continue to maintain a significant role. To

insure the availability of improved performance, highly reliable (7-10 year

life) TWTAs at EHF, development efforts should now be underway. Specific

tube capabilities warranting development* in the near term include:

*The recommendations are typically one-half the maaimknu predicted output power
levels.
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a. 20-watt helix TWTA with 1 GHz bandwidth and efficiency ? 25% opeiating

at 20 GHz.

b. 5 to 10-watt helix TWTA with I GHz bandwidth operating at 40 OHz.

For the far term, improverpnts in helix TWT tecnnology should provide at

least a factor-of-two increase in output power. For higher output power require-

ments, coupled-cavity TWTAs offer a factor-of-four further Increasc in power

but will require more extensive development and space qualification. Specific

TWTA capabilities warranting development include:

a. Helix TWTAs with 1 GHz bandwidth and 30% efficiency providing

40 watts at 20 GHz and 20 watts at 40 GHz.

b, Coupled-cavity TWTAs with 1 GHz bandwidth an4 40% efficiency

providing 200 watts at 20 GHz and 100 watts at 40 GHz.

C. TWT Technology Developrants

The further development of TWT technology must be considered as important

a tas± as developing specific tube capab-lities. BLsic developments and

impro\,emerts in TWT technology provide brcad support to al.s MILSATCOM systmDs

as gell as other DoD programs. Improvements in fWT efficiency, power output

and reliability are obvious goals.

Recommended areas of development for TWTs for the space segment include:

a. Multistage depressed collectors for increased efficiency.

b. Dispenset-type cathodes for increased carrent-density capability.

c. Materials for the helix, helix supporz and internal attenuator to

reduce loss and increase thermal capacity.

d. Velocity tapering of the helix both for higher Interaction effi-

cieno..v (pitch reduction) and lower AM/PM conversion (pitch increase).

e. Improvements in production processes, circuit testing and reli-

ability assurance.
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f. IAprovements in life testing including:

1. Develop accelerated and space-simulated life tests.

2. Begin life-testing phase early in development program.

3. Develop high-voltage Dower supply reliability and life tests.

Recommended areas of development for TWTs for the ground segment include:

Cc Incorporate the latest design technology (e.g., cavity, cathode,

collector, etc.) including European developments to increase power and

efficiency.

b. Extend tube lifetime with improved thermal des 4 gns.

c. Reduce costs with new circuit designs to sLmplify manufacturing

processes.

7.4 Solid-State Power Amplifiers

Solid-state devices offer the potential for orders-of-magnitude increase

in reliability and reduction in voltage requirements over TWTAs while TWTAs

will continue to surpass solid-state dev-.ces in output power and efficiency.

The potential availability of both technologies at EHF affords the opportunity

to emoloy the optimum device for the specific application. While there are

medium-power (10-20 watts) requirements where solid-state and TWT amplifiers

will be competitive on a one-for-one replacement basis, there are also unique

applications for each. Requirements for high power (10C wattt) in a single

envelope (e.g., wideband data relay users) would best be served by TWTAs, while

requirements for individual power amplifiers (I watt) on each feea or array

element of a time-hopped-beam antenna (e.g., for rn&'bile; users) would best be

served oy solid-state devices. Consequently, parallel development efforts are

recommended in both technologies.

Within solid-state technology, there are two potential devices: IMPATT

diodes which will provide useful addeA power capability ovcr the entire EHF

band in the near term, in fact a factor-of-four higbPr power than will be
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available from FETs; and Ga As FETs which will provide linear amplificatiouL, higher

efficiency and ease of combining advantages over IDPATTs. Both devices warrant

development for CUF applications ead will also provide a technolcgy base for

applications at higher (e.g., DIATTs at 60 GHz) and lower (e.g., FETs at 8

GHz) frequency bands.

To extend the power limitations of individual solid--state devices, power-

combining techniques are required and recommendations in this area are included.

It should be noted that many of the recommended develcpment efforts ýre con-

tained in current or planned SAMSO/AFAL programs and these efforts should

bL. provided expanded support and long-term continuity. Specific near-term

recommendc.tions for developments in device and combiner technology include:

a. Space-qurlified (Ga As DD Read) IMPATT diodes providing 4 wa-ts of

added power with 25% efficiency at 20 GHz and 1 watt of added pcwer with

15% efficiency at 40 GHz.

b. Design and development of (recrangular) cavity combiners to accomc-

dare 8-12 IMPATT diodes at 20 or 40 GHz and provide graceful degradation

with device failure.

c. Space-qualified, IMPATT amplifiers with 1 GHz bandwidth providing

40 watts at 20 Cliz and 10 watts at 40 GFz.

d. Space-qualified, 1-watt Ca As FETs with 30% efficiency operating

at 20 GHz.

e. Design and development of (radial) combiner techniques to accomo-

date 10 to 20 FETs with hdgh (80 to 90%) combining efficiency.

f. Develop accelerated and space-simulated life tests for IMPATT and

fET devices to insure that high reliability is not compromised for

hi3her added-power capability.

g. Develop complete amplifier testa including failure mode and communi-

cation performance (e.g., Ah/FM conversion and BER) testing.
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Far term projections for power-added capability predict a factor (f 2 to

4 increasc for both IMPATTs ana FETs. The particular areas of 1i.terest for

development, both for near-term and far-term improvements include: improve-

me-its in thermal design (e.g., diamonG he.dt ainks), in device profiles for

improved effi.ciency, and in impedance matching (e.g., integrated matching

circuits) for IMPATTs, impro-vements in h!gh-frequeacy FET fabrication and

implementation techniques co achieve unifct.n device illumination, reduced

parasitic effects and imroved circuit matching of large gate-width deviLcs.

Potenial device capabilities include:

a. Space-qualified IMPATT diodes providing adde-1-power capabilities

of 12 watts at 20 GHz and 3 watts at 40 GHz.

b. Space-qualified FETs providing added-power capabilities of 3 watts

at 20 GWH and 0.5 to 1 watt at 40 GHz.

c. Development of circuits capable of efficiently combining 20 to

40 device2. at EHF.

7.5 Antenna Surface Accuracy

The antenna surface accuracy required at EHF (.010 to .015 i:..) is beyond

the capabilities zf current commercial techvology. !he realization of the

requisite surface accuracy will entail:

a. For small mobile terminals (D : 4 ft.), more --. finea manufacturing

techniques for one-piece reflectors will have to be employed (e..,

precision spinning or molding); the most cost-effective process remains

to be determined.

b. For medium transportable terminals (8 ft. S D ! 20 ft.). refinements

in panel manufacturing (mezained cast or molded panels), backup structure

fabrication and antenna assembly will be required; the most cost-effective

process reaains to be determined.

c. For large fixed terminals (D z 40 ft.), new fabrication techniques

Saust be developed; the cost/performance tradeoffs may be studied. but the

use of radomes as recommended.

?8
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7.6 Antenna Tracking Accuracy

For mobile terminals, current antenna tracking technology will support

operation of proposed antennas at EHF. However, there are technology boun-

daries between the varioua tracking systems which represent increased cost and

complexity, Tie following factors should be addrassed in system studies as

potential limits on mobile terminal antenna size:

a. Establlsb achievable tracking accuracy for the various tracking

systems (e.g., step track, pseudomonopulse, monopulse) based on opera-

tional experience.

b. Determine the cost, weight, reliability, flexibility, etc. of the

various tracking systems and impact on the particular platform.

c_ Integrate these potential antenna gain limitations into system

design studies, in particular, the tradeoff between satellite and ground

terminal complexity.

Note that the large uplink to downlink frequency rat.o at EUF imposes more

stringent requirements cn antenna tracking accuiacy to Lmit the loss at the

uplirnk frequency. This factor musu be corsidered in the above otudy.

For large fixed terminals, the required tracking accuracy is at the limit

of current technology. As wind loads are the dominant limiting factor, the use

of radomes mubt be addressed.

7.7 Radomes

Radomes will be required for airborne and shipboard terminals, and will be

needed for large fixed terminals to mitigate the effect of wind loads on

antenna surface and tracking accuracy. The major difference in radome require-

ments at EHF is the larger ratio of uplink to downlink frequency apd itsS

impact on radome performance and coPt. SpeAific areas to be aadressed inciude:

a. For airborne terminals, dual-band radome technology has been demon-

strated (AN/ASC-28); design, fabrication and testing of radomes for the
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specific frequencies, antenna diameters and operational conditions are

required.

b. For shipboard tetwinals, new radome designs are required to accommo-
date widely separated frequency bands; cost/performance tradeoffs between

solid-laminate (single-tuned) and sandwich (double tuned) construction

are required.

c. For large fi-red terminals, a radome study is required to assess the

cost/performance Lradeoffs between existing and new radome designs, and

the cost, performance and maintenance consideraticns reýgarding rain

effects.

7.8 Ground-Segment Antennas

For the grcund segment, antenna requirements will be satisfied by para-

bolic reflector antennas. In add.tion to the antenna surface and tracking

accuracy considerations previously delineated, the impact of the bandwidth

requirements and insertion loss at EHF on antenna subsystem design, and the

potential use of low-sidelobe antennas warrant further consideration.

As the uplink-to-downlank frequen'cy separetion will 4mpact the design of

high-efficiency and tracking feeds, polarizers, diplexers, etc., the following

recommendations are made:

a. For 30/20 GHz operation, antenna subsyste-a designs can benefit from

the extensive conponent technology at 6/4 GHz; due to the tolerance

reqnirements -4t 30/20 GHz, development efforts will be required in fabri-

cation technique3.

b. For larger band separations (e.g., 44/20 GHz), new Zeed and component

designs vill b'. required and development efforts should be undertaken.

For antenna sizes or installations requiring significant lengths of wave-

guide, the insettion loss of standard rectangular waveguide at EMF is prohib-

itive and the development of higher-order mode waveguide and coaponents is

requiieu. Specific recommendations include:
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a. Develop and bring to production availability higher-order mode wave-

guide components (e.g., flexible waveguide, bends, transitions, rotary

joints, etc.) ior the bands of interest.

b. For large fixed terminals, the use of beam-waveguide techniques

should be investigated to eliminate waveguide and rotary joints.

The LPI detection range and tolerable AJ threat levels for both downli.k

and uvlink jamming (assuming a repeat-back jammer) are directly proportional to

the antenna sidelobe levels of the terminal. Consequently, reductions in

antenna sidelobe levels should be investigated and should be implemented

v;itbin tne constraints of reasonable cost and minimum impact on the performance

and operation of the terminal. Specific are.as warranting further study include:

a- Achievable reduction in sidelobe levels with special antenna feed

and feed-support designs based on current technology.

b. Sidelobe reducti.on via offset-fed reflectors must be assessed vis a

vis the cost and operational constraints.

c. Ac:iievable sidelobe reduction with absorber tunnels (10 to 20 dB)

must be weighed against the cost, and environmental and maintenance

considerations.

d. Adaptive sidelobe nulling techniques can provide 30 dB additional

jammer suppression; the required circuit technology is extant and emphasis

should be placed on the number of cancellation loops, design and imple-

mentation ',f the auxiliary antenna, and performance evaluation.

7.9 Space-Segment Antennas

Advances in satellite antenna technology offer significant improvements in

antenna capabilities: MBA. can provide variable-beam and multiple-beam coverage;

the use of narrow, time-hopped beams offers the opportunity for significantly

reducing ground terminal cost and complexity, and/or increasing capacity; the

implementation of adaptive-nulling antennas offers ozders of magnitude
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improvement in AJ protection and the potential for reducing terminal cost and

complexity. The realization of high resolution antenna beams oi: nulls (.5 10)

are readily achievable at EHF, and, consequently, MILSATCOM operation at EHF

affords the opportunity to implement this advancea antenna technology to full

advantage. Toward that end, the following areas are recommended for further

studies and development efforts.

A. Phased Arrays

To provide a single beam for an area coverage, the use of phased arrays

appears to have advantages over mechanically steerable reflector antennas,

particularly for power combining solid-state transmitters. Areas to be

addressed include:

a. Tradeoffs between the phased array and reflector antenna in regards

to weight, volume and packaging constraints, reliability (phase shifters

versus gimbals and rotary joints), and RF losses (corporate feed networks

and phase shifters versus flexible wavegulde and rotary joints).

b. For spatial power combining appiicaticns, development efforts should

address the effect of device degradation and failure on array antenna

performance.

B. Time-Hopped Beam Antennas

A single time-hopped beam may be provided either by a phased array or by

a lens fed by an array of feeds; the beam control would be provided by phase

shifters or switches, res'ectively. The theoretical gain of these generic

antenna types is essentially identical. The choice between them then depends

upon the specific application, i.e., uplink, downlink with single transmitter

or spatial power combining, and the beam swicching rate. For applications

favoring the phased array (e.g., spatial power combining), the choice between

ferrite or diode phase elifters will depend upon the bear.. switching rate.

Particular areas warravt.ýng further study ind development include:
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a. Development of phased array and lens antennas to determine achiev-

able performance and implementation constraints.

b. Development of space-qualified, low-loss phase shifters (both ferrite

and diode) and ferrite switches at the frequency bands of interest.

c. Study of prime power tradeoffs as a function of antenna type, state-

changing device, beam-switching rate and beam-switching algorithms.

D. Multiple-Beam Antennas

The capabilitieE of multiple-beam antennas (MBAs) are numerous, and the

far-term use of MBAs in EHF MILSATCOMS is assumed. In order to realize this

capability, there is a need to:

a. Develop a broadband waveguide and/or dielectric '.ens MBA.

b. Develop the variable power dividers (VPus) required foi the assoc-

iated beam-forming network (BFN).

F. Adapttve-Nulling Antenncs

Adaptive-nulling antennas afford the opportunity for an additional 30 dB

or more suppression of jammer signals. Their potential fcr reducing terminal

cost and complexity for a given current threat or mitigating future increased

jamming threats is obvious. The salient issues to be addressed in adaptive-

nulling antenna technology are achieving 1 or 2 GHz nulling bandwiaths and the

implementation of high resolution antennas to realize the full advantage of

operation at EHF. Concomitant with these goals, it is essential to:

a. Develop broadband adaptive-nulling circuits capable of operating

over a 1 or 2 GHz bandwidth both at EHF and IF frequencies.

b. Stwdy and develop techuiques for implementing high resolution EHF

antennas, e.g., filled or thinned arrays, space-fed arrays, lens antenna,

MBA.

11
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7.10 Rain Attenuation Factors

Rain attenuation at EHF is one of the critical parameters affecting

frequency selection, system availability, elevation angle restrictions and

terminal costs. Further studies are required to place the role of rain atten-

uation in EHF MILSATCOMs in proper perspective and such efforts should be an

adjvmcr to system design studies. Particular areas warranting study efforts

are delineated below.

A. Global Rain Attenuation Estimates

For studies requiring global estimates of rain attenuat.ion, the following

recommendations are made:

a. The rain rate distributiou and attenuation prediction Podels presented

in this report are representative of the current state-of-the-art and

should be utili7ed.

b. For -Decific areas where long term rain rate statistics are avail-

able, refined estimates of rain attenuation may ba obtained by applying

those statistics to the attenuation prediction model.

B. Site Diversity Considerations

For the wideLand-data-relay community, some path divereity will be required

to achieve a system availability of 99.9%. Že number of terminals within the

network requiring diversity, the implementation of downlink site diversity, and

the possible recairement for uplink diversity must be addressed. Reconmenda-

tions 2tr further study include:

a. Link-by-link analysis of the data rates, rain rate and attenuation

statistics, and tolerance to delays; parametric study of the tradeoffs

among terminal design, aatellite design, and path diversity requirements

for each link.

b. Performance analysis oi dual diversity systems for the downlink

J (particularly to CONUS) based on available climatological and meteor-

ological data; design and cost analysis of candidate systems.
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c. Design and cost analysis of providing uplink diversity including

buffering, switchover, intersite linking and the impact of delays.

C. Response Time Considerations

For the mobile community, the tolerance of some delay in response time

will afford a substantial reduction in the required rain attenuation margins

(or a substantial increase in "effective" path availability). The specific

factors to be assessed include the magnitude of the delays experienced in

current MILSATCOM systems, the duration and distribution of anticipated delays

at EHF due to intense rain, and the potential reduction in delays with system

improvements at EHF. These factors should be addressed, as the alternative of

achieving high path availability via moie robust terminals will strongly

impact terminal cost and complexity. Recommendations for further study in this

regard include:

a. For each user community, assessmenc of the factors affecting end-

user-to-end-user delays ane their magnitude, including uplink power

balancing and frequency correction, blockages, message processing and

handling, etc.

b. Development of a mudel, relating rain rate to the extent and velocity

of rain cells, from which fade duration distributions may be stimatea

for the frequencies and path availabilities of interest.

c. Design studies which assess potential improvements in syscem oper-

ation at EHF to provide reduced outage time, e.g., on-board signal

processing.
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APPENDIX A

ESTIMAIES OF RAIN ATTENUATION

This apendix presents global estimates of rain attenuation based on the

proposed rain attenuation prediction model described in Section VI. The atren-

uation estimates include oxygen and water vapor absorption (Fig. 6.1) in add'-

tion to rain attenuation. The data are presented, for each climate region, as

graphs of

Figs. AI-A24: attenuation versus path availability with frequency as a

parameter for elevation angles of 100, 200 and 90'.

Figs. A25-A56: attenuation versus elevation angle wit"i path availabili.ty

as a parameter for frequeacies of 20, 30 40 and 45 GHz.

Figs. A57-A80: attenuation versus frequency with path availability as a

parameter for elevation angles of 100, 200 and 90*.
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